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ABSTRACT 
 

In analytics, the speed at which Big Data (BD) is processed has huge importance. 

For BD analysis, Hadoop is one of the popular frameworks. Map Reduce (MR) is a 

hugely accepted parallel computing system for larger-scale Data Processing (DP). 

While processing BD, chief performance metrics in a parallel computing framework 

is job Execution Time (ET) along with cluster throughput. Performance is severely 

impacted by the straggler machines while processing BD. The system that consumes 

prolonged time for completing the task is termed a straggler machine. Moreover, in a 

parallel computing framework, one single slow task or slow node can severely affect 

the performance of overall job execution. 

By merely backing up these slow-running tasks on substitute machines, the most 

common approach to deal with stragglers is Speculative Execution (SE). The 

researchers proposed many SE strategies; however, a few drawbacks were included: 

(A) average progress rate was used which might be misleading to detect the slow task, 

(B) Phase wise estimation of Remaining Time of the slow-running task and Processing 

Speed (PS) (C) calculation of slow task’s backup time (D) to rerun the task, detect the 

proper backup node. 

In the Cloud Computing (CC) environment, handling the issue of SE would be more 

challenging in which clusters are heterogeneous as Hadoop believes that nodes are 

homogeneous.  

To enhance BD processing performance in the case of slow-running tasks in the 

heterogeneous cloud-based Hadoop Cluster (HC), the proposed Speculative Execution 

strategy renamed Hadoop Supreme Rate Performance (Hadoop-SRP) can be utilized. 

For precisely and swiftly identifying stragglers the following are wielded (1) To 

estimate the PS in the Map/Shuffle/Reduce phase considering parameters process 

speed and process bandwidth, the Modified EWMA methodology is used (2) Calculate 

the slow tasks’ RT (3) calculation of slow task’s back up (4) By using the BM-LOA 

(Behavioral Model-based Lion Optimization Algorithm), re-run the slow task on the 

identified node. 
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By utilizing various datasets and benchmark programs, the data locality is considered 

and experimented with Hadoop Supreme Rate Performance (Hadoop-SRP) on 

homogeneous and heterogeneous cloud-based HCs. Regarding Job Execution Time 

(JET), the Hadoop –SRP has gained performance improvement, 19.3 %, 10.8%, 4.9% 

compared to Hadoop – original, Hadoop –LATE, and Hadoop MCP and improvement 

in Cluster Throughput (TP) of -23.4 %, 13.3%, and 10.8% than Hadoop – original, 

Hadoop –LATE, and Hadoop MCP. Hence, in the presence of a slow task or slow 

node, it is contributed to the faster processing of BD with the available resources. 
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Chapter-1 

Introduction 

1.1 Preface 

            Processing abilities and traditional data storage are constrained; in addition, they 

were relying on underline hardware configurations, storage, along with processing 

requirements that were viewed as varying recently [105]. Databases are going through a 

large ingest process BD processing and storing demands owing to the maximization in data, 

volume, and unstructured data traditional techniques. Real-time data-intensive processing, 

which executes on higher-performance clusters is included. To distribute the data beyond 

several locations, BD communication is wielded [103]. Grounded on size and complexity, 

which surpass usual technical means in capturing, organizing, together with processing data 

at a reasonable cost, BD includes the transaction and interaction datasets. By utilizing data 

pre-processing, BD computation and information sharing are done effectually. 

Resource management is a significant factor in the success of BD analytical projects. 

For optimizing the trade-off between costs and results, those platforms utilize a considerable 

amount of virtualized hardware resources. It is a challenge for managing those resources. 

Due to the fact that the outcomes are essential in a definite time frame, or they could drop 

the value above time, classic BD applications use large parallel computing resources, and 

storage subsystems [1]. 

            By the enterprise, government, and Department of Defense (DoD) agencies, CC is 

espoused.  For minimizing the administrative cost of their Information Technology (IT) 

assets, that was powered by a requirement. For accessing virtualized tools and/or software 

lists over the Internet, CC is a distributed computing, target on offering a huge range of users 

with spotted permission; from an engineering aspect. For research, distributed databases had 

is the benefit of vision recently. A novel kind of storage termed key-value storage is hugely 

utilized by several enterprises due to the changes in the data patterns and applications [2]. 

Hadoop, which is MR open-source implementation, is wielded by various industries and 

academics. The usability and performance are maximized by Hadoop. For sustaining and 

storing tedious data, HDFS is useful [3]. 
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1.2 Cloud Computing 

In the general term, Cloud Computing can be referred to as providing “anything as a 

service” through the web of computers – the Internet on a subscription basis. Its basic 

services include retrieval, storage, and backup of data, email, data analysis, on-demand 

software delivery, on-demand platform delivery, streaming of audio and video, etc. 

The technology has opened an option for natives, communities, and businesses for cost-

saving, productivity improvement, and speedy, efficient, and secure solutions. 

 Grounded on (a) virtualization, (b) parallel, (c) distributed computing, (d) utility 

computing, together with (e) service-oriented architecture, CC, which is a novel evolving 

technology, offers on-demand services [4]. Increased operational efficiencies, immediate 

time to market, scalability, capital expenditures, flexibility, etc., are comprised in the CC 

deployment. (1) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), (2) Platform as a Service (PaaS), together 

with (3) Software as a Service (SaaS) are the various kinds of CC. The subscription-centric 

service is accessible by the cloud.  

Since the resources might be accessed on a demand and need basis, CC is an 

intrinsically supple architecture. Virtual Machines (VM) that are fictitiously employing 

virtualization software are assigned to the users rather than the physical machines. By pay-

as-per usages, the CC minimizes the resource cost along with provides huge storage 

capability [4]. 

Various service providers like Amazon web services, Google Cloud Platform, 

Microsoft-Azure, NETSUITE, SAP, and GO GRID came up with different solutions on a 

usage basis. 
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1.3 Cloud Service Models and Deployment Models  

Cloud Computing service models are based on the type of the services offered by the 

providers There are mainly three service models- Saas, PaaS, and Iaas but not limited to 

these.  How to access resources is specified by the Deployment Models. Storage services, 

computing control, software, and tools are delivered on-demand to outside users over the 

internet in the Cloud Computing representation. On a pay-per-use model, CC providers 

typically accuse customers. Capability and access are the two perspectives in which the CC 

kinds could be deemed [5]. In figure 1.1, basic service models are depicted.  

 

Figure 1.1: Concept of Cloud Computing 

A. Cloud Service Models  

i) Software as a Service (SaaS): Users in the cloud could access the software 

applications and databases. The environment is offered to execute a specific 

application. If the essential software or hardware resource is not had by the users, it 

can be accessed from the cloud. In the sense of provisioning and managing the 

hosting environment while the user installs, manages, together with monitors the 

services for infrastructure functions, the cloud provider is associated with IaaS [6]. 

The eminent IaaS providers are Amazon, Eucalyptus, Rackspace, etc. 
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ii) Platform as a Service (PaaS): On the cloud, the user could configure and install the 

software. For designing the software, the operating system, programming language, 

and web server are offered. For buying every resource, users could save time and 

cost. For provisioning development, deployment, and administration tools to the 

cloud users, the cloud provider is responsible [7]. The applications hosted in the 

cloud are developed, deployed, tested, and managed by the users. Google, Microsoft, 

GoGrid, etc. are included in popular PaaS providers.  

iii) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): VM, storage, network, etc. are offered by the 

cloud [8]. For employing and executing the infrastructure (hardware/software) in the 

distributed cloud environment, an environment is offered. Using a thin client 

interface (e.g. web browser) through the Internet, users in SaaS access the cloud 

services. While the users are given very limited control over the user-specific 

configuration settings of the depicted resources, most of the control in SaaS is 

towards the provider. The cloud providers in SaaS install, maintain and manage the 

software applications on the cloud which in turn are used by the cloud users. The 

popular SaaS providers are Google, Oracle, Salesforce, etc. [9]. 

B. Deployment Models 

Cloud deployment models stipulate how cloud services are made accessible to users. 

It is defined according to where the infrastructure for the deployment resides and who has 

control over that infrastructure. Deciding which deployment model, you will go with is one 

of the most important cloud deployment decisions you will make. 

i) Private Cloud: It could be in-house or with an outsider on the premises. Clients 

inside the security premises can get to the cloud services while the unapproved clients 

are blocked in an onsite private cloud (In-house), [10]. The sourced private cloud is 

the cloud situated on outsider premises hosting the server-side and is open just to the 

approved clients. 

ii) Public Cloud: By a cloud specialist organization, it is accessible to the general 

population on business premises. Cloud infrastructure is offered to various customers 

where many enterprises can work simultaneously. From an off-site Service Provider 

(SP), users might dynamically provision resources via the internet. 
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In this setup computing resources are operated and owned by a provider and 

shared across multiple tenants, it relies on a virtualized environment to provide an 

extension of a company’s IT infrastructure, allowing that company to host certain 

aspects of its infrastructure and services on virtual servers that are offsite. Because 

servers in the public cloud share data from multiple companies, security in a public 

cloud is another issue that IT managers will want to ponder. 

iii) Community Cloud: By the consumers’ particular community as of associations, 

which have shared concerns like a mission, policy, security requirements, together 

with consistency contemplations, etc., the cloud foundation is provisioned for 

discriminating usage [8]. In the community, an outsider, or some mix of them, it 

could be possessed, overseen, or worked by one of the associations along with it 

could survive on or off-premises. With comparative requirements and interests, the 

cloud is shared amongst various associations. 

iv) Hybrid Cloud: For sustaining a hybrid cloud, private and public clouds could be 

merged. An organization might choose to approach some services that comprise 

higher costs as of the public cloud. To the private cloud, the critical services might 

be limited while other services might be retrieved as of the public cloud. Hence, to 

create a hybrid cloud, two clouds are incorporated. Via the private cloud, the user of 

an organization could access the public cloud. A short outline of CC consumption 

systems with their attributes is depicted in Figure 1.2. 

 

Figure 1.2: Attributes of Cloud Computing Deployment Models 
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1.4 Importance of Cloud Computing 

Based on the usage of individuals, businesses, and communities there are enormous 

advantages and importance of Cloud Computing. Various recompenses are comprised in CC. 

Few of them are depicted further. 

• Over the Internet, one could access the applications as utilities.  

• The connection online is managed and configured at any time.  

• To the right to utilize or manipulate cloud an application, installing an explicit piece 

of software is not required.  

• Via the PaaS model, online progress and deployment tools, and programming 

runtime surroundings are proposed [11]. 

• In the technique, which offers platform-independent access to any type of client, 

cloud resources are accessible over the network.  

• On-demand self-service is provided. Without interaction with cloud service 

contributors, the resources might be wielded.  

• Since it runs at higher efficacy with larger utilization, it is hugely cost-effective. It 

just needs an Internet connection.  

• Load comparison, which makes it more reliable, is provided. 
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1.5 Cloud Computing Difficulties  

For the espousing of Cloud Computing, a few people’s key organizational concerns 

could act as barriers. Latency, SPs, regulations, platform, reliability, limited control, and 

security are the concerns. How all of those attributes can serve as barriers to CC adoption is 

elucidated.  

a) Latency: A delay between a client request and a cloud SP's response is the latency. 

The use, enjoy devices, and communication are hugely impacted.  

b) Service Providers: just specific platforms and constraints languages are supported by 

a few cloud SPs [12]. 

c) Regulations: For companies, which regulate sensitive data, there are concerns in the 

CC community over jurisdiction, data file resistance, fair information practices, and 

international information transmission.  

d) Reliability: Providing 24-by-7 unstoppable services in a fault-tolerant manner is a 

challenging task. 

e) Limited control: Users can access the data but cannot have control over the data.   

f) Security and Data privacy is the main concern: owners don’t yet have control or 

knowledge of where their data files are being stored. 

g) Cloud downtime: Any IT set up suffers from reboot and network outage. Ensuring 

availability as per the service level agreement is equally challenging. 
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1.6 Big Data and Cloud Computing  

             Every single action of a human, machine, or application when interacting with each 

other or amongst, generates a huge amount of data including texts, twits, real-time data, 

temporal data, special data, tags, video, and audio which is unable to be handled by the 

technologies and databases used earlier, which is termed as Big Data.  

 For processing distributed questions over various datasets, returning resultant sets in 

a timely way, BD offers users with the capability to utilize goods computing. A class of 

distributed data-processing platforms is offered by Cloud Computing. In a distributed fault-

tolerant database, huge data sources as of the cloud along with web are stocked up. With a 

parallel distributed algorithm, it is processed via a programming model for huge datasets 

[13]. For tackling the data storage essential for performing BD evaluation, CC infrastructure 

could serve as an effectual platform. For every kind of resource in the cloud, CC is connected 

with a novel pattern to rider the computing infrastructure and BD processing techniques via 

data evaluation. 

   Since tackling Big Data for concurrent processing has become heavily tedious, 

various cloud-centric technologies have to survive in the novel environment. Since it permits 

huge amounts of datasets processing, which is stored in parallel, MapReduce is an enhanced 

example of BD processing. For handling the BD storage issue and processing demands 

involving unexpected risks together with consequences, the pressure for organizations is 

depicted to rapidly adjust and apply technologies like Cloud Computing. By utilizing 5 V’s 

and extended 5 V’s, BD is illustrated. 

• Volume: The TB and PB levels are easily attained by the remote sensing imagery 

gathered by satellites along with drones. i.e., the global precipitation information is 

recorded for every half hour by the Integrated Multi-Satellite Retrievals for GPM 

(IMERG); thus, up to3.45 TB data is generated yearly. There is a continuous 

development in other location-centric data like social media (e.g., Twitter) together 

with VGI (e.g., OpenStreetMap).  

• Variety: In the digital earth’s context, digitizers, numerical models, the Internet, 

videos, mobile phones, scanners, emails, sensors, together with social are comprised 

in data sources. A more effectual (a) data structure, (b) framework, (c) index, (d) 

model, (e) management methodology, along with (f) tactics are essential every 
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geospatial data types. In several data models, those geospatial data are formatted, for 

example, vector; raster, along with structured; unstructured. 

• Velocity: For disaster checking, with the superior techniques’ enhancement like 

drone observation, the Earth data gathering speed together with generation has 

maximized. i.e., because many sensors constantly engender data in real-time, the IoT 

nodes’ data generation is quick through the huge number of object-centric sensors.  

• Veracity: By data source, the geospatial data’s accuracy differs. For instance, the 

remote sensing images’ quality like TRMM along with IMERG relays on the sensor 

configuration, calibration techniques, together with retrieval systems. On the 

meteorological models’ sophistication, precipitation knowledge in MERRA (Modern 

Era Retrospective-evaluation for Research along with Applications) depends. 

Although they are sparse, stationary data gathered by rain measures are precise.  

• Validity: For incorporated utilization, validity disquiets the Earth data’s precision 

along with correctness alike to veracity. In the discovery knowledge as of big Earth 

data, data pre-processing such as data augmentation, interpolation, and outlier 

detection, play a vital role moreover of data selection, where data are selected with 

suitable spatial, temporal resolutions along with variables for a particular application. 

Higher validity is caused in earth data since steady data quality, common definitions, 

together with metadata could profit the community.  

• Variability: The constant change in the data meaning regarding big Earth data, 

specifically for data, which depends on natural language processing, is termed 

variability. I.e., since tweets posted through disasters could be gathered to help 

situational awareness, Twitter data evolved as an extra source meant for natural 

disaster management. The words’ meaning continuously alters across time, i.e., the 

word “Irma” might be a term but depicts sent the strongest observed hurricane in the 

Atlantic in most tweets about October 2017.  

• Vulnerability: since a few geospatial data include identifiable information, security 

is a challenging aspect. I.e., for evaluating human activities, cellular data was hugely 

wielded; nevertheless, private affairs might be disclosed when the phone numbers 

are depicted in smart city applications. 
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• Volatility: The Earth data’s timeliness together with freshness is termed volatility. 

For example, how lengthy the Earth data keep on helpful and related to applications 

and how lengthy the data must be sustained. It is unfeasible to store every data in a 

live database devoid of any performance problems owing to the big Earth data’s 

velocity together with volume. For data currency, availability, along with fast retrieval, 

a series of rules must be depicted, i.e., on a storage’s low-cost tier, historical together 

with less-visited Earth data might be archived.  

• Visualization: A difficult task with constrained memory because of poorly scalable, 

lower-functionality, along with higher-velocity datasets is termed visualization. 

When visualizing geospatial vector data, traditional techniques might not pass to 

provide billions of points, poly-lines, and polygons; hence, graphical techniques are 

wielded. i.e., for depicting earth data, the data clustering, parallel coordinates, cone 

tree, or circular network diagrams can be employed. 

• Value: A lower-density pattern in the present BD ecosystem in which just data’s 

small portion is deployed in practice is called value. 80%+ of data assets are occupied 

by earth data, however, most datasets aren’t exhumed and are under-deployed. For 

achieving actionable knowledge, the 9Vs are tackled with apt spatiotemporal 

resolution and evaluation techniques to maximize the BD value. 

1.6.1 Benefits of Big Data Analytics in the Cloud 

• Improved analysis: BD evaluation is upgraded causing enhanced outcomes with the 

development of cloud technology. Thus, in the cloud, companies favor to execute 

BD evaluation. From several sources, the cloud aids to incorporate data [14]. 

• Lowering the cost: By minimizing ownership, BD and cloud technology delivers 

value to organizations. Without larger-scale BD resources, the cloud permits 

customers. Thus, for enterprise purposes and to bring value to the enterprise, BD and 

Cloud technology are driving the price down. 

• Simplified Infrastructure: Since the data comes in larger volumes with differing 

speeds, and kinds, which traditional infrastructures generally can’t keep up with, BD 

evaluation is a marvelous taxing job on infrastructure. CC offers a flexible 

infrastructure that could scale as per the requirements similarly and it is easy for 

managing workloads.  
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• Security and Privacy: Whilst coping with the enterprise data, they are the two main 

concerns. Control security becomes a primary concern owing to an open environment 

and inadequate users while the application is hosted on a Cloud platform. Thus, 

system incorporators use a Private Cloud Solution, which is Elastic and Scalable. 

Scalable Distributed Processing is also leveraged. 

 In distributed network technology, BD and CC include a merged model. Since the 

relationship between them is grounded on the product, the storage, together with processing 

as an ordinary factor, a factor, which motivates SPs for constant enhancement in the cloud, 

is the BD enhancement and its needs. The product is signified by BD. The container is 

mentioned by the cloud. The flexible distributed resources’ environments, which utilize 

higher methodology in data processing together with management, are defined by the CC 

along with minimizing the cost [15]. For keeping rapidity with progress in technology 

necessities and users, they are moving in quick progress. 
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1.7 Hadoop Distributed File System 

In the year 2002 Doug Cutting and Mike Cafarella started a project. Doug gave the name 

of the project - Hadoop since it was easy to pronounce and it was a yellow toy elephant 

owned by his son. Later in 2006, Doug joined Yahoo’s - Nutch project with the aim that 

Hadoop can work well on thousands of nodes. An openly accessible Java-centric 

programming framework, which supports the large dataset processing in distributed 

computing surroundings, is termed HDFS.  A huge amount of data could be processed 

beyond a cluster of servers and apps by wielding Hadoop. Data is processed in a parallel 

manner in case a node failure system handles it automatically.  A scalable, flexible, fault-

tolerant computing solution is authorized. A file system, which spans every node in a HC 

for data storage is called HDFS. The reliability is enhanced since it links the file systems on 

local nodes for making it into a huge file system [16]. Basic Hadoop Structure is depicted in 

the Figure 1.3. 

a) To execute the tasks, which the Job Tracker (JT) allocates, the task trackers are liable.  

b) Two key responsibilities that are managing cluster resources along with scheduling 

every user job are included in JT.  

c) Entire information regarding the DP is comprised in the data engine.  

d) Whilst a specific task is executed, the manager aids to attain the data.  

 

Figure 1.3: Hadoop Structure 
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1.7.1 Hadoop Mapreduce 

For tackling large-scale web search applications, it was proposed by Google. In 

enhancing Machine Learning (ML), data mining, along with search applications, this system 

was verified to be effectual programming approach [17]. Permitting programmers to abstract 

as of the problems of scheduling, parallelization, partitioning, replication, along with target 

on improving the applications are the benefits. 

For writing the apps, which process a huge data in a reliable and fault-tolerant mode 

the MR system is wielded. The application is firstly classified into personage chunks that are 

processed by entity map jobs in parallel. The system divides the nap’s result along with 

transmitted to the reduced tasks. In figure 1.4, the monitoring is conducted.  

 

 

Figure 1.4: MapReduce 

             Individual chunks are the classifications of input data; in addition, the map task 

offers it for processing. The data is processed in parallel by the map task. For minimizing 

the task, the outcome from the map task is offered in which the outcomes engendered in 

parallel are combined and minimized report is exhibited as result. 

                A single master node, which executes Job Tracker (JT) instances, is comprised of 

Hadoop MR Structure [18]. From the client node, the master node acknowledges the job 

requests. There were various slave nodes, where the task tracker instance is executed by each 

one. Assigning the software configuration to the slave nodes, scheduling the job's module 
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tasks on the task trackers, checking them, along with re-allocating tasks to the task trackers 

when the task fails are the key responsibilities of a JT. [19] Whilst the task trackers run the 

tasks as directed by the JT, sustaining the status and finding the essential knowledge for the 

client is also the responsibility of the JT. By utilizing the Java process, the task tracker 

enhances a task. In figure 1.5, various task instances function in a parallel way is depicted. 

 

 

Figure 1.5: Synchronization in MapReduce 

To the single node, which runs several tasks in parallel, various map tasks are 

allocated. The map’s intermediate results are exchanged amongst every node along with 

wielded as input to the reduction tasks while the mapping phase is done. Shuffling is the 

procedure of switching the map intermediate results. Across similar nodes, the reduce tasks 

are distributed as the mappers. On the slave nodes, the reduce tasks’ results are stored. 

For several data-parallel processing namely working in service clusters with 

hardware failures, accessing streaming data, dealing with large datasets, employing a simple 

coherency model, and portability across mixed hardware along with software platforms, 

HDFS comprises enormous preferred features. The master/slave architecture is included [20] 

as depicted in Figure 1.5. For controlling access to files by the clients, a single Name Node 

(NN) and a master server, which tackles the file system namespace, are included.  

In HDFS, a file system namespace is introduced. The client data to be stored in files 

is allowed. A file is classified into various blocks along with those blocks are stored in a set 

of Data Nodes (DN) within the system. The file system namespace functions like opening, 

closing, along with renaming files are processed by the name node, which divides the 
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mapping of blocks into DN. For assigning read together with write requests as of the file 

system clients, the DN is responsible. For block creation, deletion, along with duplication 

upon instruction as of the name node, they are accountable. [21] presented the architecture 

of HDFS, which is depicted in figure 1.6.  

 

Figure 1.6: Architecture of HDFS 

               Every node has equal computing speed and disk capability in homogeneous 

surroundings. MR endeavors to re-execute failed tasks on various nodes that are idle/less 

occupied at that moment in node failure. A straggler task is a process of a node executing a 

task very poorly or slowly in a few instances. On another node that could complete the task 

rapidly, the MR outset a speculative copy of the slow-running task ("backup task"). The job 

will be as slow as the misbehaving task without this mechanism. Owing to impaired 

hardware and slowness, Straggling tasks could be triggered if not speculative task is 

available. Thus, the job processing can be enhanced by 44%.  

Owing to the variations in nodes' storage and processing capacity, the lack of a proper 

mechanism might maximize processing time to address speculative tasks in heterogeneous 

surroundings [22]. 
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1.7.2 How big file is splitted in Hadoop? 

When a user submits a big file to the server, basically it is divided into equal numbers 

of blocks by the HDFS. When a File Size (FS) of 517 MB is submitted to the Name node, it 

is divided into equal Block Size (BS) i.e., 64 MB /128 MB, and assigned to various DN, 

which is depicted in figure 1.7.  

 

Each DN has to process different amounts of data even though a file is separated into 

an equal number of blocks it is because of uneven FS or uneven DN in the cluster. Thus, 

data skew might be caused. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.7: File splitting in HDFS 
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1.8 Speculative Execution in Hadoop  

The particular circumstance is termed straggler if a node is present however is 

performing badly. For completing the computation sooner, MR runs a speculative replica of 

its task, which is termed a backup task, on another machine. Reducing the job's response 

time is the Speculative Execution’s (SE) main aim [27]. When analogizing every task's 

progress to the average progress, a speculative task executes centered on a simple heuristic. 

By employing a parameter termed progress Score that has a value between 0 and 1, Hadoop 

checks the task progress. The input data read’s fraction is the Progress Score for a map. The 

slightest progress along with the longer RT policy, which are the two policies in SE, are 

wielded for finding slow tasks.  

 

Figure 1.8: Speculative Execution 

The homogeneous nodes are regarded by HADOOP. It sustains three copies of every 

block after separating the file into equal BS by default. The replication factor is the auto-

configurable parameter. A large file is divided into equal BS (i.e., 64 MB, 128 MB) and sent 

to the DN for processing as given in figure 1.8. Three replicas of each block are maintained 

at three different locations by default. 

•         On the node in the Local Rack 

•         Node in the Remote Rack 

•         Diverse node in the similar Remote Rack 

In a parallel way, data is processed and the main result is the integration of the output 

of the respective DN. As shown in figure 1.9 when either of the nodes with the [cross] is 

slow or the task is not progressing for a huge time it's considered a slow task. To tackle such 
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problems, Hadoop has its own mechanism. Its copies presented in the different DN 

automatically start execution when a NN or server doesn’t receive any signal from a specific 

node within 3 seconds. In the final integrated result, from whatever DN early response will 

come that outcome is considered. It incurs lots of resource wastage. The chances of rack 

failure are less than node failure. 

 

Figure 1.9: Replication factor and Speculative Execution 

HADOOP selects that idle node for processing based on the below three events when 

a node is idle. Firstly, the highest priority is assigned to failed tasks. Next, in non-execution 

status, the next priority is given to a task currently. Nodes having local data are first picked 

up for maps. To re-run a slow-running task, Hadoop identifies a task [23]. By utilizing a 

score between zero and one, Hadoop monitors task passage to pick a speculative task. Input 

data read to determine map task progress score. Nevertheless, the processing is divided into 

three steps, each step earns 1/3 of the score for a reduce task. 

• Accept input step, Task receives map outputs.  

• Order step, Sort Map output by key.  

• In Reduce step, User-developed logic will be applied to map results list with 

each key.  
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The processing percentage that depends upon the processed data is calculated in each 

stage. The copy step progress score will be 1/ 2 * 1/3=1/6 if a task is half completed. Task 

till reduce step scores 1/ 3 + 1/ 3 + [ 1/ 2 * 1/ 3]) = 5/6 while a task till order step is 1/3 + 

[1/2*1/3] =1/2.  

To conclude a maximum time given for SE, Hadoop JT monitors the average 

progress score of every task (maps and reduces). A task beyond the cut-off time is considered 

a slow task.  

Since the same underline capacity and processing capability tasks begin and finish 

approximately in the same amount of time, speculative scheduling works efficiently better 

in homogenous environments. Next, for tasks, the speculation begins taking more than the 

cut-off time.  

To determine when various jobs are running, FIFO is wielded. While working on 

speculative scheduling, the Hadoop scheduler adheres to implicit assumptions [24]. Every 

node is of the same processing capacity.  

• Each task will take the same amount of time to finish due to the same 

processing ability of nodes. 

• No additional cost is required for launching a speculative task on a new node.  

• A task's progress score depends on the task it has completed among copy, 

sorts, and reduce phases and every step spent 1/3 of the total CPU time.  

• Task protecting minimum score is likely to be a straggler task.  

• Tasks deploying the similar jobs among map or reduce assumed to take the 

similar time. 
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In a homogeneous environment, the above assumption of Hadoop processing works 

well. Nevertheless, in the heterogeneous cluster, assumptions 1 and 2 suffer from processing. 

But, in a homogeneous environment, assumptions 3, 4, and 5 can be violated and can 

contribute to performance degradation. Thus, due to its performance, Yahoo disabled 

speculative tasks on some jobs and initiated other approaches to monitor faulty nodes. For 

reduced tasks, Facebook disables speculation. [25] examined that the tasks in MR should not 

be large tasks. The breaking input into equal parts and the distribution of keys between 

reduce does approximately the same work for an ideal MR Job. It is complex to utilize the 

capability of every node efficiently, in a heterogeneous environment; thus, performance 

degradation might be caused.  
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1.9 Causes of Straggler  

Internal and External are the causes of stragglers, which are depicted in table 1.1. 

The MR SP could solve the Internal; whereas, Externals cannot be resolved. The internal 

reason is avoided either by limiting each WN to execute at most one task concomitantly or 

by just permitting tasks with dissimilar resource utilization intensity to share the similar WN. 

Yet, since there isn’t control over other users' VM, the resource competition cannot be 

ascribed to co-hosted applications.  

The WN’s resource capability heterogeneity is basically steady along with 

predictable; whilst others aren’t amongst those causes. For resolving the straggler problem, 

SE is an effectual manner for major factors. Thus, BS partition, uneven FS, Load imbalance, 

Poor user code, along with Faulty Hardware that might cause Straggler is the main straggling 

causes. 

Table 1.1: Internal and External Factors of Straggler 

Internal Factors 

(Categorized by behavior addressed by 

MapReduce Service Provider) 

External Factors 

(User behavior an External Factors System 

Environment) 

• Block Size along with Slot number • Abrupt flow in User Demand 

• Inadequate processing power • Poor user code, Faulty hardware 

• Heterogeneous node capacity 
• CPU overload, heterogeneous node 

capacity 

• Owing to other MR tasks executing on the 

same worker node, Resource competition 

occurred 

• An unknown number of VM (Cloud 

Environment) could be hosted by 

Physical nodes  

• Because of the VM, Resource starvation is 

caused in Cloud Environment  

• Skewed input data size, Queuing, Power 

Limits 

 
• Unbalanced workload, Shared resource   

contention 

• Network Bandwidth, I/O activities 
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1.10 Motivation 

By following the Master-Slave architecture system, Hadoop is structured. By 

switching heartbeat messages at regular intervals with one another, the master and the slave 

nodes communicate [26]. For an application to execute a container, every heartbeat message 

is regarded as a potential scheduling chance. A job is chosen as per the configured scheduling 

policy at each time a heartbeat message is received as of a node that has an empty slot. 

           To be homogeneous, the cluster surrounding is assumed by the Hadoop's default 

scheduler, for example, the same configuration and computing capacity is included in every 

node. Nevertheless, clusters frequently work in a heterogeneous environment in major real-

world applications. If the Hadoop sustains utilizing the default scheduling policy in 

heterogeneous surroundings, the entire performance might worsen. Nodes’ several 

computing capacities might lead the task ET to vary on several nodes. When analogized to 

other task nodes, a few tasks consume a huge time to run. For lengthening the job ET is 

handled by those stragglers. MR executes a backup task meant for the slow task on another 

node, which has an earlier computation for avoiding the slow tasks from extending the job's 

entire ET. SE is referred to as the mechanism of detecting along with re-executing the 

stragglers. 

In a broad range of application domains like logistics, telecommunications, 

production processes, mobile devices, parallel computers, along with grid computing, 

scheduling plays a significant role in maximizing system performance. The scheduling issue, 

which tackles the allotment of tasks to the present resources is NP-complete along with it is 

tedious to resolve even in its simplest form.  

Since the compute nodes together with the fundamental networks joining them are 

heterogeneous, the problem complexity maximizes while the application is performed on a 

Heterogeneous Distributed System (HDS). For task execution, data accessing, together with 

transmission, the heterogeneity ends up in various capacities. Thus, in the CC environment, 

BD processing is carried out. 
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1.11 Problem Definition 

• For parallel running, jobs are decomposed into tasks ‘series in Hadoop. Thus, on slow-

running tasks like stragglers, the job ET relays. For different reasons like hardware 

errors or software bugs, tasks might be slow however; the definitive causes might be 

hard to find [28]. 

• For launching a backup, Hadoop does not attempt to fix slow-running tasks although, 

tries to find slow-running tasks. This is called task’s SE.  

• Since the task’s time is inaccurately estimated, there are few unwanted start-up of 

backups even though a SE mechanism is an capable means for resolving the fault [29]. 

• In identifying the slow task, sometimes it misleads. An accurate backup node for SE 

cannot be identified. 

• The tasks are permitted to be failed various times by the wielded task-killing-centric 

approach in the slot memory resizing. Since the failed stragglers lose previously 

performed work, the task killing inevitably incurs overhead.  

• Only a homogeneous environment was considered. In a heterogeneous environment, 

avoiding re-copy and re-computing may not always work. 

• In allotting the tasks to improved working nodes, the speculation strategy might be 

managed to be automated for enhancing performance. The slow-working nodes could 

be provided a lower load to work; thus, they could be processed enhanced when 

analogized to the node, which backup the task [30]. 
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1.12 Objective and Scope of the Work 

For the optimization in BD processing, many methods have been recommended; 

however, in the heterogeneous Cloud environment, it lacks the handling and processing of 

BD. The aim is to obtain better performance in parallel computing with the Hadoop 

framework. Optimizing the performance of BD processing by identifying the slow task in 

the heterogeneous cloud cluster and re-executing the slower tasks on the fastest node is the 

key purpose. For constructing a proficient optimization technique, the subsequent notions 

must be measured for implementation.  

• To detect the slow task for SE (Backup/Rerun), a methodology is proposed. 

• To calculate the phase-wise RT’s estimation of task together with process speed. 

• To calculate the Slow Task’s Backup time. 

• To detect the correct node for Backup/Rerun (SE). 

Regarding the job's overall ET and Cluster throughput, the performance is optimized 

in the presence of slow task/dead node/slow node. 

1.12.1  Original Contribution by Thesis 

In a CC environment, an optimized analytical approach for BD processing has four 

contributions. 

• To estimate the PS in Map/Shuffle/Reduce phase, a Modified EWMA 

methodology is presented. 

• To calculate the tasks’ remaining time. 

• To calculate a slow task’s backup time. 

• By utilizing the proposed BM-LOA method, the slow task is re-executed on the 

identified node. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Preface 

For enhancing the growth and public welfare of society, data is regarded as the main 

source of digital science. During the performance of the longer-running application, the 

hardware malfunctions together with other failures are generally rising since the clusters’ 

size deployed for parallel as well as distributed computing develops. 

As the application’s downtime is frequently not a choice, it is critical to tackle 

failures dynamically for specific sorts of applications, that is, applications with secure 

inferences. However, the performance can be enhanced considerably by the capability to 

endure elegantly with software and hardware failures even for mainstream applications. For 

example, in a node failure, rather than re-running the whole application, just the application’s 

small subset is re-executed. 

The master node classifies the input file into a number of maps along with diminished 

tasks in a typical MR Job. Next, for processing the tasks in parallel, assign maps and decrease 

tasks to slave nodes. The job’s Execution Time will be considerably minimized when a slave 

node takes a huge time for executing a task, which is termed a straggler machine. 

State-of-the-art distributed programming frameworks namely Hadoop, the 

programming paradigm termed MR, the hugely known buzzword termed Big Data (BD), 

BD analytics, problems with Hadoop framework, and optimization of the framework with 

several approaches; in addition, how the techniques are connected with different 

technologies like BD analytics in CC are reviewed here.  

       This chapter aids to decide the research issue and leads to offering ideas and directions 

about the design and implementation of a proposed system. 
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2.2 Big Data Processing in Cloud Computing Environments 

Different DP persists to detect a rapid maximization with the fast development of 

social networks, semantic Web, and bioinformatics network evaluation applications. An 

interesting but crucial difficulty is acquired by the effectual management and evaluation of 

large-scale data. 

Changqing Ji et al. [83] presented various BD processing methodologies from the 

system and application sides. Initially, the main problems of BD processing like the (A) CC 

platform, (B) cloud architecture, and (C) cloud database, together with (D) data storage 

scheme were developed from cloud data management and BD processing mechanisms. In 

the future, in CC, the BD’s applications have large potential. Usually, BD plays a significant 

role in providing insight into CC applications while utilizing Software as Service. Owing to 

huge data size, engender of an effective infrastructure whilst minimizing the cost in the 

longer run, and permitting enhanced integrity and availability and security of the cloud 

platform, letting the businesses and platforms improve via BD, a few of those applications 

comprise enhanced evaluation. 

Pedro Caldeira Neves et al. [32] offers a reliable, fault-tolerant, available along with 

scalable surroundings to harbor BD distributed management systems. While incorporating 

BD and cloud frameworks, an indication of technologies together with cases of achievement 

is developed. A few gaps and problems, which caused concern and required development, 

were suggested, even though BD resolved the present problems. Still, (1) Security, (2) 

privacy, (3) scalability, (4) data governance policies, (5) data heterogeneity, (6) disaster 

recovery mechanisms, together with (7) other difficulties are endured. For tackling exabytes 

of information or addressing exaflop computing efficiently, other concerns were relevant to 

CC and its capability. 

Jyoti, V. Gautam, et al. [31] suggested categorization of Hadoop schedulers and a 

survey of the prevailing scheduling algorithm. Also, the scheduling algorithms’ features, 

benefits, and disadvantages were presented. How several resource monitoring tools or 

frameworks aided in attaining improved outcomes from MR was also discussed. The 

customized MR frameworks wielded for developing execution were elucidated. For 

determining the prevailing scheduling in BD processing, it might be helpful for beginners 

and researchers. 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#ref83
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#ref32
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#ref31
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2.2.1 Existing Big data processing in MapReduce Framework 

For huge-scale data-parallel applications namely web indexing, data mining, along 

with scientific simulation, MR is evolving as a key programming model. For data-intensive 

computing applications, MR is a programming model.  

Xiaoyu Sun et al. [41] suggested an Enhanced Self-Adaptive MR (SAMR) (ESAMR) 

for enhancing slow tasks’ speculative re-execution in MR. By utilizing K-Means (KM) 

clustering; it differentiated historical stage weights of knowledge on every node along with 

separating it into k-clusters for detecting slow tasks precisely. ESAMR categorized the tasks 

into one of the clusters while performing a job's tasks. For calculating the ET of the job's 

tasks, the cluster's weights were wielded. In task ET calculation, ESAMR caused little fault 

along with recognized slow tasks precisely.  

Liying Li et al. [37] introduced a development of the Hadoop-related data locality 

scheduling grounded on LATE. The backup of the slow task performance issue that emerged 

during the data implementation, which consumed huge time and ultimately inclined its 

processing speed, was resolved. In the end, for developing the response time and the entire 

system TP, an experiment was conducted; the function was evaluated and estimated the 

system. 

Thangaselvi, R and Aruna, R [106] introduced a LATE MR scheduling awaited for 

those complicated conditions. Grounded in the runtime nature, taxonomy was equipped for 

MR. The techniques regarded for every MR hierarchical level were discussed. For 

developing the efficacy of a few methodologies, some pointers were offered for future 

research. Another feature of MR was that the size of their clusters was usually in hundreds 

and thousands; similarly, it was used for processing infrequent batch and interactive tasks in 

parallel across these machines. Hence, the MR clusters’ energy efficiency was required to 

be determined. 

Guilhermeet al. [36] presented an Apache Hadoop scheduling via a context-aware 

approach. For distributed computing, it was a main MR paradigm execution; however, to 

compute the nodes' context and abilities, its design didn’t adjust by design. It was supposed 

to energetically adjust its scheduling to the execution surrounding by suggesting context-

awareness in Hadoop. In the pervasive grids ‘context that was heterogeneous, 
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dynamic, together with shared surroundings, it was a required feature. The outcome was 

integrated into Hadoop and appraised via controlled experimentations. 

Neda Maleki et al. [87] introduced a performance-aware and secure system called 

SPO for reducing the task make span whilst regarding task security restraints. Initially, for 

reducing make span whilst regarding network traffic, an SPO that developed a 2-stage static 

scheduler in Map together with Reduce phases was enhanced. For calculating the system 

performance whilst regarding the security constraints with a fault less than 2%, plus, SPO∗ 

presents the defined scheduler’s mathematical optimization. For the tasks executing in 

heterogeneous surroundings, the SPO surpassed Hadoop stock regarding make span (29%) 

and network traffic (31%).  

Gunasekaran, Setal. [39] expounded by employing temporal constraints; thus, the 

map task gave a huge result. The MR’s performance was minimized quickly. For minimizing 

the waste resources, the MR planning mechanism was altered via that evaluation. To 

minimize the scale back tasks waiting for that are inclined to finish off in the scale back tasks 

waiting about the model scale back the planning policy along with start times inside the 

Hadoop platform. The map’s size was achieved as a result since it concluded the initial time 

together with the purpose of each scale-back task vigorously centered on each job’s context, 

and the task Completion Time (CT). Hence, it calculated the scale back completion along 

with the system average latent period job CT. Owing to the increase of the temporal rules 

and MR methodologies, the scale back CT was reduced hugely. 

Massobrio, R et al. [38] developed a BD evaluation paradigm relevant to smart cities 

employing CC infrastructures. By deploying the Hadoop, the plan followed the implemented 

MR parallel model. (A) A quality-of-service appraisal of public transportation systems 

employing historical bus location data, together with (B) a passenger-mobility evaluation 

utilizing ticket sales data as of smartcards were the two types of research evaluated. As of 

the transportation system of Montevideo, Uruguay, those studies wielded real data. Large 

volumes of data are processed effectively.  

Chih-Fong Tsai et al. [35] targeted to analogize the performance variation between 

the distributed and MR techniques beyond large-scale datasets regarding mining accuracy 

and effectiveness. The experimentation was grounded on ‘4’ large-scale datasets that were 

wielded for the data categorization issues. However, the classification performances of the 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#ref38
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#ref35
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MR-centric process were very stable and improved when weighed against the base single 

machine together with distributed procedures apart from the class imbalance dataset. For 

processing those big datasets, only the least computational cost was required. 

Anwar H. Katrawi et al. [34] presented a hybrid MR framework called Combinatory 

Late-Machine (CLM). The appropriate and effective actions were facilitated since the 

execution of that framework might early and timely detection of stragglers as in table 2.1.  

Table 2.1: Various Studies for BD Applications 

Author Title Objective Technique Application 

Xiaoyong Xu 

et al. [67] 

For Cloud-

centric MR, the 

theoretical 

outcomes of 

QoS-ensured 

Resource Scaling 

For detecting how 

along with when the 

resource was scaled 

up/down for cloud-

centric MR to 

develop a theory 

Theoretical 

evaluation 
MR 

Michael 

Mattess et al. 

[86] 

Scaling MR 

applications 

crosswise Hybrid 

Clouds for facing 

Soft Deadlines 

 

For facing a target 

for Map phase’s 

completion, a rule 

for dynamic 

provisioning of 

Cloud resources to 

improve deadline-

constrained MR 

applications’ 

execution by 

permitting 

concurrent tasks’ 

execution was 

presented 

Simulated 

annealing, 

genetic 

algorithm, 

swarm, ant 

colony 

Hadoop 1.x 

VirajithJalapa

rti et al. [89] 

Bridging the 

Tenant-Provider 

Gap in Cloud 

Services 

For data analytics 

applications, a 

cloud framework 

termed Bazaar 

providing a job 

centric interface 

was presented 

Profiling 

and ML 

Hadoop 

1.0.3 

HerodotosHer

odotou et al. 

[63] 

 

 

 

 

For Data-

intensive 

analytics, no one 

(Cluster) size 

Fits All: 

Automatic 

Cluster Sizing 

 

 

 

 

The Elastisizer was 

presented to which 

users might 

articulate cluster 

sizing issues since 

queries in a 

declarative fashion 

Profiling, 

white and 

black-box 

techniques 

Hadoop 1.x 
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Bikash 

Sharma et al. 

[61] 

HybridMR: A 

Hierarchical MR 

Scheduler for 

Hybrid Data 

Centers 

For the effectual 

resource 

management of 

interactive together 

with batch 

workloads, a case 

for a hybrid data 

center comprising 

native along with 

virtual surroundings 

was made along 

with enhanced a 

two-phase 

hierarchical 

scheduler termed 

HybridMR 

 

 

2-phase 

hierarchical 

scheduler, 

profiling 

 

 

Hadoop 

0.22.0 

Fei Teng et al. 

[62] 

An Energy-

effectual VM 

Placement in 

Cloud 

Datacenter 

 

an energy-effectual 

VM placement was 

introduced for the 

features of the 

virtual cloud 

environment and 

MR workload 

Tight 

Recipe 

Packing 

(TRP), 

Virtual 

Cluster 

Scaling 

(VCS) 

Hadoop 

1.1.0 

Vincent van 

Beek et al. 

[66] 

Self-Expressive 

Management of 

Business-Critical 

Workloads in 

Virtualized 

Datacenters 

For business-critical 

workloads in 

clouds, Self-

expressive 

management was 

wielded 

Mnemos: 

portfolio 

scheduler, 

Nedu: 

virtualizatio

n scheduler 

Hadoop and 

Microsoft 

HPC 

Sambit Kumar 

Mishra et al. 

[65] 

Energy-effectual 

VM-placement 

in the cloud data 

center 

 

The technique is 

introduced to 

accomplish 

mapping like task 

VM and VM to PM 

Energy-

aware Task-

centric 

Virtual 

Machine 

Consolidatio

n Algorithm 

Heterogeneo

us cloud 

CassianoRista 

et al. [64] 

For Hadoop 

Systems, a 

Network 

Performance of a 

Container-centric 

Cloud 

Environment is 

improved 

By employing 

container-centric 

instances, a high-

performance cloud 

environment was 

aimed in which 

Hadoop 

applications might 

run. 

 

Link 

aggregation 

via IEEE 

802.3ad 

standard 

Hadoop 

2.7.3 
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2.3 Speculative Execution in Big Data Processing 

Rajagari Prasanth and Uday Kishore A. [50] targeted the SE plans for parallel processing 

clusters as an optimization perspective beyond various loading circumstances. Solo cloning 

plans like Smart Cloning Algorithm (SCA) that was centered on increasing the entire system 

use were evaluated for the lightly loaded case. The workload threshold beneath which SCA 

must be wielded for SE was estimated. The Enhanced SE (ESE), which was the Microsoft 

Mantri scheme’s extension for mitigating stragglers, was introduced for the deeply burdened 

case. The entire job flow time was decreased by SCA for example, when analogized to the 

Microsoft Mantri SE strategy, the job delay/ response time was minimized by 6%. Moreover, 

when taking a similar amount of computation resources, the ESE surpassed the Mantri 

baseline system by 71% regarding the job flow time. 

Ibrahim Adel Ibrahim and Mostafa Bassiouni [47] intended to make Hadoop more 

effective in cloud environments. For detecting the straggler MR tasks grounded on the 

feedback information received as of concluded tasks, a Progress and Feedback based SE 

Algorithm (PFSE), which is a Straggler identification plan, was introduced along with the 

prevailing processing task’s progress. The SLM and LATE techniques might be surpassed 

by the PFSE. For enduring late-timing failures within data-intensive CC, PFSE might 

allocate to developing straggler Identification and mitigation. 

Fengjun Shang et al. [46] merged the slow task analogized to the provisional task for the 

LATE’s tentative task scheduling strategy. Where the input data transfer time and real-time 

bandwidth related to a bandwidth were comprised in the speculative tasks’ run time. 

Grounded on SDN, a Bandwidth-aware speculative task Run-time Estimation model 

(BWRE) was developed. For precisely speculating the backup task run time, it was wielded. 

For the speculative task, it is employed in SDN for offering bandwidth assurance. In the end, 

the simulation experimentations examined the BWRE. By 9.85% on average, the system 

surpassed the shortening job Turnaround Time (TAT). 

Xia Zhao et al. [55] intended another approach for resolving the issue grounded on 

evaluation outcomes of profiling and the system parameters’ relations. For matching nodes’ 

processing power as per the present task progress rate and resource usage, the number of 

task slots of nodes was altered. Via sustaining a balance between resource supply and 

demand, it analogized to the prevailing methodologies for preventing task stragglers from 
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1st place. In the Hadoop MR platform, it was applied. When weighed against the current 

methodology, it acquired 20-30% and 35-88% of performance enhancement and fewer 

stragglers. 

Worachate Apichanukul et al. [54] expounded on a methodology termed Accuracy 

Improvement for Backup Task (AIBT) in Hadoop speculative system. A task was classified 

into phases along with the tasks’ ET was calculated from the phases’ progress rates. Besides, 

by altering the weight, AIBT wielded ET knowledge from other finished tasks for enhancing 

the estimated values’ precision. Wordcount, KMean clustering, Page Rank, along with 

Inverted Index were the ‘4’ job kinds for which the system was applied along is analyzed its 

execution. When weighed against the current techniques, it minimized the unwanted and 

wrong backup tasks.  

Xiaodong Liu and Qi Liu [56] developed an optimized SE strategy grounded on local 

data prediction that gathered task execution knowledge in real-time together with utilized 

Locally Weighted Regression (LWR) for detecting the left-over time of every running task, 

together with elected an apt backup of task node as per the actual requisites. To increase the 

SE’s efficacy, a cost-benefit model was merged. Selecting potential Straggler task 

candidates’ accuracy was improved.  

Xianjin Luo and Chenggang Zhen [90] intended to enhance the SE mechanism. Next, an 

enhanced First-in-First-out (FIFO) was implemented in the HC. While the Hadoop platform 

has different drag tasks, the system showed enhanced performance in which it might 

maximize the cluster resource usage and TP. 

Yanfei Guoetal. [57] elucidated and planned FlexSlot, which is an effectual but effortless 

extension to Hadoop's slot management, which offered the flexibility to modify the slot 

memory size together with various slots in a slave node online. An adaptive SE, which 

permitted the speculative tasks to run with the optimal slot memory size, was designed and 

enhanced. For mitigating the data skew, the following aid. Moreover, with several 

workloads, the FlexSlot was applied in Hadoop along with analyzed the efficacy on a 32-

node virtual HC. When contrasted to stock Hadoop, it was capable of minimizing job CT by 

47:2 percent. By 36:2 and 40:4 percent, it surpassed two skew mitigation and SE approaches. 
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Qi Chenet al. [88] offered an evaluation of the pitfalls of present SE strategies in MR. 

The performance like (1) data skew, (2) tasks that begin asynchronously, (3) offensive 

configuration of phase percentage, along with (4) abrupt resource struggles, which impacted 

the strategies were introduced. For tackling those circumstances, a SE strategy termed MCP 

was developed based on the evaluation. Targeting to not just minimize the job ET but also 

maximize the cluster TP, MCP considered the cluster computing resources’ cost 

performance. Thus, beyond Hadoop-LATE, the MCP might attain 39 percent developments, 

in heterogeneous and homogeneous surroundings, the MCP adapts well, the data skew case 

might be addressed well, it was scalable, in a small and larger cluster, it performed well, 

when analogized to Hadoop-LATE, it had less overhead and might be applied easily in the 

fresh Hadoop version. 

Qi Liu et al. [92] altered a few pitfalls and the heterogeneous environments were 

considered. Regarding node classification, the strategy termed Speculation-NC was executed 

in Hadoop-2.6. The optimized Hadoop was termed Hadoop-NC. When weighed against the 

traditional strategy, it might accurately backup a task, enhance the MRV2 performance and 

minimize the ET and resource consumption. 

Zhongming Fu and Zhuo Tang [58] intended a strategy termed ETWR for developing 

the SE’s efficacy in Spark. For handling  SE’s key points like straggler recognition and 

backup node selection, together with efficiency assurance, the heterogeneous environment 

was regarded. To detect the straggler quickly, it classified the task into sub-phases and 

wielded the Process Speed (PS) together with progress rate within a phase grounded on the 

task kind categorization. Next, the Locally Weighted Regression model, which might be 

wielded to estimate the task's leftover and backup time, was wielded for calculating the tasks’ 

ET. Then, to warrantee the speculative tasks’ efficacy, the MCP model was introduced that 

might keep Load Balancing (LB) for nodes. In the end, while selecting apt backup nodes, 

the fast node along with the best location factors was regarded. When contracted with Spark-

2.2.0, the system might minimize the job ET by 23.8%, and enhance the cluster TP by 33.2%. 

Utsav Upadhyay and Geeta Sikka [53] introduced an enhanced speculative task detection 

for Deadline Scheduler. For re-executing the speculative tasks effectively, the significance 

of keeping a usual track of the node's performance was recommended. Regarding the 

percentage of the successfully completed job, the speculative tasks’ detection time, the exact 

speculative task detection’s precision, along with the wrongly fagged speculative tasks’ 
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percentage, the QoS provided by HCs above the jobs inward with aim was enhanced.  

Chi-Yi Lin et al. [45] intended to develop scheming an easy checkpointing mechanism 

for Map tasks and using a revised criterion for detecting slow tasks. For detecting the tasks 

with variable progress rates, the checkpointing mechanism accumulates the partial output 

engendered by the Mappers and the principle. The approaches had the prospective to proffer 

better performance gain on real workloads, even though the outcomes depicted just trivial 

performance development when analogized to resident Hadoop and the LATE scheduler. 

Pengfei Zhang and Zonghuai Guo [48] presented an enhanced speculative strategy 

termed Data-Based Multiple Phases Time Estimation (DBMTPE). By calculating the 

leftover time and deciding the right means to run the tentative task as per the cause, the 

stragglers were chosen. The applications might execute 10.5% faster over SparkNative and 

keep computing resources similarly. 

Hong Qingqing et al. [84] introduced a technique to resolve the issue that took the 

processing bandwidth and the average progress rate of each phase for SE. The speculative 

tasks’ backup time was estimated along with analogization to the time of non-backup. 

Initially, by various computers with hardware, a heterogeneous environment was set up. 

Next, the similar job’s output in MR was weighed against the suggested and Zaharia's one. 

Each node’s several computing capabilities were regarded; in addition, it is contrasted with 

Zahria's one. Thus, while the MR framework runs on a heterogeneous environment about 

3%~15% of that work might cut down the whole job ET. While processing I/O intensive 

applications, the system had a better performance, which was depicted via the two outcomes 

that were exhibiting two sort of applications. 

Sawmya Nandar and Thaint Zarli Myint [40] introduced a technique of detecting the 

stragglers by the precise progress of every job grounded on its historical information together 

with utilizing a dynamic threshold value to alter the constantly changing environment. To 

determine the stragglers precisely, categorize slow nodes into map slow nodes along with 

decreasing slow nodes and the prevailing works’ record was wielded. The job QoS, system 

resource usage level, together with task progress was captured by a dynamic threshold. Thus, 

improved performance was caused. By engendering lesser replicas, the dynamic time 

threshold might develop job completion, minimize timing failure rate and accumulate 

resources under high usage circumstances. By employing a distributed system simulator, a 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#ref45
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#ref48
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#ref84
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#ref40
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series of simulation experiments might be convoyed for analyzing the systems’ performance. 

Qi Liu et al. [49] developed an adaptive approach merged with a prediction PMK-ELM 

together with a multi-object selective, TS-NSGA-II. The scheme might aid to make possible 

the tasks’ ET prediction; while, to ease the choice of an apt number of reducers, the TS-

NSGA-II was designed. Better performance was attained by both schemes. During the 

experiments, about 47-55 seconds had been saved. Amongst every scheduled reducer, just 

1.254% of differences in hard disk occupation were made regarding storage effectiveness. 

When weighed against the fresh plan, the system attained a 26.6% improvement. 

Reshma, S et al. [52] expounded on a usual technique, which integrated the systems’ 

framework and characteristics for the evaluation of the basic cause for the discovery of 

stragglers in the BD. During execution, the ET was decreased and the job failure problems 

were engendered. Grounded on the larger-scale job-performed log data, a framework was 

presented for straggler node discovery as of the distributed surrounding by deploying an ML. 

The ML might calculate straggler nodes list along with dynamically removing such nodes 

as of execution list after execution. Initially, for execution, the Q-Learning-based 

reinforcement learning was saved along with examining the system outcome in multi-node 

surroundings. 

Amelie Chi Zhouetal. [81] presented a performance model and an energy consumption 

model for revealing the performance together with energy variations with various SE 

solutions. For answering the "when" and "where" queries, the window-centric dynamic 

resource reservation, and the heterogeneity-aware copy allotment methodologies were 

wielded. By 30% and 34%, the system might enhance the BD’s performance and minimize 

the entire energy consumption. 

Rahul et al. [91] presented that internet usage was maximized rapidly; thus, huge data 

are engendered. Qi Liu et al. [92] expounded on the need for a distributed system for on-

demand services, computing abilities, together with storage resources, which was becoming 

urgent. Several well-known IT companies such as Microsoft, Amazon, and Yahoo! have 

started the own CC services platforms namely Apache Storm, Spark, Dryad, along with 

Hadoop. The CC technology’s enhancement was amongst the significant roads of the future 

Dan-Dan Jin et al. [93] 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#ref49
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#ref52
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#ref81
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#ref91
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#ref92
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In this regard, traditional tools failed for data handling Juby Mathewet al. [94]. the 

Hadoop platform is broadly utilized, has befallen the Apache’s top project, together with 

espoused by chief internet companies to do few relevant customizations Yashverdhan P 

Singh and Shyam Deshmukh [96] that is formerly an open-source search engine "Nutch" 

part, along with applied by Doug Cutting by Google's distributed larger data storage model 

"GFS" together with the distributed parallel computing model " MR " as one of the current 

popular CC. Various applications centered on HDFS and MR like Hive, and HBase that are 

designed for enhancing cluster performance and allowing people to store together with 

process data extra easily, are emerging abundantly with the constant enhancement of the 

Hadoop platform. However, those applications are grounded on the underlying "HDFS" 

together with computing framework “MR” that are the Hadoop’s nucleus components. 

Priyam Jain et al. [95] expounded on a well-known approach to process BD espousing 

the MR programming model along with its open-source implementation of Hadoop, which 

is an MR’s open-source implementation, was hugely wielded. For instance, on Facebook, 

more than 95% of Hadoop jobs aren’t hand-coded but engendered by Hive; in addition, the 

Pig created more than 90% of MR jobs in Yahoo. For the ET of underlying short MR jobs, 

those schemes were sensitive. Thus, for those hugely wielded systems, minimizing the ET 

of MR jobs is significant Rong Gu et al. [98]. 

Thousands of machines might be in one MR cluster. Initially, the data is stored, 

organized in the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), and sent for processing to MR. 

The system handles machine failures. Map and reduce were the two phases in which the job 

is processed. For writing distributed programs, which utilize a huge volume of data, it was a 

base. Various problems must be regarded by the programmers for paralleling applications 

with a distributed environment. The job will be shuffled, divided, and sent to the reducer for 

further processing once the mapping is over Khushboo Kalia and Neeraj Gupta [101]. 

The map task processes the MR Job to split the input into several inputs in a parallel way 

Yashverdhan P Singh and Shyam Deshmukh [96]. The job’s entire CT will be affected if a 

job’s task needs an oddly lengthy ET. That kind of task is called a straggler. To make sure 

that this task is completed before the actual task, a speculative copy is wielded, which is also 

termed a backup task, which will execute on another faster node. This is termed SE. 

  

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#ref95
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The nodes, which constitute the distributed computing, are regarded by many 

recommended task allocation techniques for MR. by allocating delayed tasks to additional 

nodes; SE minimizes delay in a homogeneous environment. The CC environment is moving 

from homogeneous to heterogeneous since CC prevails in Hyungjae Jung and Hidenori and 

Nakazato [99]. For organizations, which espouse cloud bursting or own generations of IT 

resources purchased over time frames, heterogeneity is inevitable Zhenhua Guo and 

Geoffrey Fox [100]. 

On various distributed platforms, different resource-intensive algorithms have been 

applied and the performance grew quickly. How to lift the parallelism along with enhancing 

the industrial BD’s efficacy on Hadoop MR becomes a hot study point.  

The backup candidate's selection is the disadvantage of the prevailing scheme in the 

Hadoop original. For finding the slow tasks and estimating the Remaining Time, LATE 

considered the average progress rates of the map, shuffle, together with reducing phase.  The 

hypotheses were depicted below. 

i) For generally processing a similar volume of inputted data, Map, Shuffle, together 

with Reduce phases take a similar sum of time. 

ii) Between a task’s life span, the progress rate must be stable or speed up. 

Kwon et al. verified that picking backup candidates Input Data Skew in which the tasks 

do not process the similar data volume every time along with it might practice different kinds 

of data skew on MR. the MT that processes innumerable data, might process such records 

since the input data might not separate the big records. The uneven part of the intermediary 

data engendered by the MT might bring the division skew in the RT since the key distribution 

is skewed in the inputted data. Thus, the beginning conjecture might fail along with it.  
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• Phase Percentage Not Matching Corresponding Duration Ratio 

For making easy the task’s RT computation, the succeeding statement is 

performed through LATE. Nevertheless, it may fail. Every phase in Hadoop targeted 

at Grep, Sort, together with Word Count, on the local cluster is verified by the time 

duration for examining that. 

• Reduce Tasks Starting Asynchronously before All Map Tasks Complete 

Once the RT is asynchronously launched prior to insufficient free slots on a 

cluster, the above depicted secondary assumption might also fail. While a few RTs 

are started successive to a fraction of MT’s completion, they might copy the 

generated map results rapidly. However, to engender fresh results, they have to wait 

for the MT. The copy stages’ PS was slowed down along with the above-mentioned 

assumption which also failed. 

• Using std as Slow Task Threshold 

The std is wielded as the slow Tasks by Hadoop-LATE. It miscalculates that there 

are many stragglers or cannot find any sometimes. 

• Pitfalls in Selecting Backup Worker Nodes Identifying Slow Worker Nodes 

Improperly 

A threshold like slow Node is utilized by LATE and Hadoop-LATE for detecting 

the straggler nodes. When the performance score is less when analogized to the whole 

nodes’ average performance, both take a WN as a slow node by threshold. Moreover, 

any tentative task might be given to slow down the task. However, many complex 

tasks might be undergone by certain WN along with wrongly achieving lesser 

performance scores. Thus, that WN is regarded to be less. 
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• Choosing Backup Worker Nodes Improperly 

For verifying tasks, which might be completed whilst choosing backup nodes, 

the LATE and Hadoop-LATE don’t use DL. Because the MT is data-local, they 

deduce that network consumption is sufficiently lower at the map period. Hence, in 

the same way as data-local ones, they assume that the non-local MT might execute 

quicker. In addition, while taking the non-local MT’s ET, which inspires us to 

consider DL, it is supposed that the data-local MT’s ET might be about 3 times faster. 

• Finding straggler node Takes a long Time to Identify Stragglers 

Since the other users have started definite applications, the WNs' performance 

might be dishonored because the users share every MR cluster. Thus, a few tasks are 

slowed down. Unfortunately, by wielding the average PS that might fall to 2% per 

second just after 53b sec, it may take a longer time to be detected as stragglers. 

Therefore, regarding the actual value, the RT analyzed centered on the average PS 

might be less. So, the stragglers’ tasks might not be determined by using the average 

PS on time along with it couldn’t even give misjudgments. 
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2.4 Nature Inspired Approaches and Clustering Techniques  

Nature-inspired algorithms are stimulated by the behavior and habitat of the birds, 

animals, or insects. These algorithms are highly competent in finding optimized solutions to 

multi-dimensional and multi-modal problems. They use stochastic optimization methods - 

that explicitly use randomness to find the optima of an objective function, or optimize an 

intent function that itself has randomness (statistical noise). 

2.4.1 PSO Algorithm 

Zhang Yimin et al. [44] presented Parallel Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization 

(PDPSO) that surpassed the applied methodologies, with disadvantages grounded on 

classical optimization problem-solving. The cloud workflow engine reasonably decomposes 

the composite cloud service’s huge solution space as per the load situation of itself together 

with its neighbors. For the traditional PSO, the MR was wielded. In polynomial time or near 

polynomial time, the optimal or suboptimal acceptable solution was determined. 

Swathi, M and Sreedhar, K. C [42] elucidated a privacy-preserving collaborative e-

healthcare system, which merged and incorporated patients or caretakers into several 

divisions. To chat with other patients with the same issues, recognize their feelings, and 

share various problems of their own, patients or caretakers were permitted. At any point in 

time, private and sensitive information might not be revealed during that procedure. For 

clustering e-profiles grounded on the similarities, a special methodology called PSO was 

wielded. In the end, for persevering patients' personal information, clustered profiles were 

encrypted by employing distributed hashing methods. By deploying popular similarity 

measures, the systems’ outcomes were weighed against familiar privacy-preserving 

clustering methodologies. 

Yufei Maet al. [43] defined Spark-centric Parallel Dynamic Programming (SPDP) 

and Spark-centric Parallel PSO (SPPSO) through CC. For instance, in the cascade 8-

reservoir system in the Yuanshui basin in China, regarding parallel performance, precision, 

efficiency, and stability, experimentation was conducted for the comparison between SPDP 

and SPPSO. When the runtime increased by 229.55% with the increase of iterations, SPPSO 

had a quick convergence speed along with the capability to jump out of the local optimal 

solution; however, the precision increased by 0.41%. When contrasted to PSO, the DP 

resolved precisely and effectively through parallel CC. 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#ref44
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2.4.2 K-means Clustering Algorithm 

Thangaselvi R [33] defined a technique for enhancing the MR scheduling algorithms’ 

efficacy. By consuming less computation, it executed better when analogized to the 

prevailing MR along with offered higher accuracy. The KM and SAMR were wielded. 

Nevertheless, it might allocate just one task to every data node.  

Rania, H. Mameesh and Manoj Franklin [51] introduced an effectual SAE, which 

divides the dynamic instruction stream interested in disjoint threads, which runs in parallel 

on a detach core. Since it eradicated useless speculative work, wrong path work, and 

redundant work amongst the threads, the SAE was certainly proficient. SAE surpassed a 

superscalar processor with twice the problem width together with the DCE that shared the 

similar higher-level micro-architecture as SAE with moderate hardware additions like 64 

bits for 4 bitmaps for a total of 256 bits. It was suspended to discover SAE with different p-

threads arranged in a hierarchy with the f-thread with the extraordinary SAE gains. With the 

high speculative thread at the bottom and the less speculative thread, which is the f-thread, 

at the top, the dynamic instruction stream was divided into various disjoint threads. For 

checking the thread’s speculative state below, it, every thread utilized an MSB and RSB. 

Bo Xiao et al. [82] introduced an enhanced SMKM technique. Through Mini Batch 

K-means, a fusion algorithm was attained grounded on a simulated annealing for huge 

household electricity data anomalous discovery. It might offer various clusters, minimize the 

several iterations along with develop the clustering accuracy. For analogizing and evaluating 

various performances, different experimentations were executed. Thus, the suggested system 

was better.   

Suyash Mishraet al. [25] addressed the KM Clustering Algorithm implementation on 

a distributed network. In effectively arranging data of the same attributes, reducing resource 

procurement, and operating large volumes of data costs, this system is hugely wielded. 

Recently, there was a rapid improvement in the amount of information taken and engendered 

along with the requirement of processing BD sets were found. For minimizing operational, 

development costs, and to guarantee resource usage by enhancing the execution speed, it 

was required to employ algorithms for DP over a distributed environment to go through quick 

development. To maximize response and accuracy, there was a scope for improvement 

regularly. 
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2.4.3 SVM algorithm 

Borges F et al. [59] introduced an unsupervised technique for determining 

mechanical faults by utilizing Support Vector Machines (SVM) and higher-order statistics. 

From vibration signals, compact vector features grounded on higher-order statistics were 

extracted. To construct a closed region around the data, the one-class SVM was deployed 

from the health structure. Fault detection in a cantilever beam together within a 3-phase 

induction motor was the two cases in which the system operated. By a 3-axis accelerometer, 

the vibrations were gathered. By an open-source electronic prototyping ARDUINO 

platform, it was controlled. Higher-order statistics-centric features were extracted after data 

gathering. For fault detection, the features were introduced to the 1-class SVM. In 2-

dimensional space, this system was able to detect closed regions; thus, the events inside the 

region were signed as no faults, together with events outside the region were signed as faults. 

There were two key features; they are (A) to design, just healthy mechanical structures were 

essential and (B) by the higher-order statistics features that required low computational cost, 

it functioned in a lower-dimensional space. 

Salim Rezvani et al. [60] developed an Intuitionistic Fuzzy Twin SVM (TSVM) 

(IFTSVM) that merged the idea of intuitionistic fuzzy numbers with TSVM. To minimize 

the noise brought by the pollutant inputs, an adequate fuzzy membership was deployed. To 

formulate two non-parallel hyperplanes, linear and nonlinear functions were wielded. The 

influence of noises was not just minimized but also divided the noises from the support 

vectors. Moreover, a freshly generated structural risk might be minimized due to that 

alteration along with enhancing the classification accuracy. For analyzing the efficacy, two 

artificial and ‘11’ benchmark issues were deployed in table 2.2. The bootstrap with 95% 

confidence intervals was wielded for quantifying the outcomes. 

  

2.4.4    Deer Hunting (DHOA) Algorithm 

G. Brammyaet al. [104] presented a meta-heuristic algorithm called DHOA, which 

is inspired by the hunting performance of humans headed for deer. Though hunters may go 

for varying strategies, the way of attacking the deer for their defense is almost the same. The 

leader and successor’s movement in the deer’s pride decides hunting strategies and others 

follow it. Till the buck is reached, the hunter’s movements are fluctuating. When analogized 

to prevailing GWO, WOA, FF, PSO, etc, the system offered competitively outcomes. With 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#ref59
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#ref60
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#ref104
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39 benchmark functions along with 3 engineering applications, the experiments were 

conducted. The key goal was, by relying on the behavior of humans towards deer, to hunt 

the buck by adjusting the hunters’ position. 

Table 2.2: Various Applications-Focused Optimizations Studies 

Author and Title Objective Techniques Applications Tools 

Xiaoqiang Ma et al. 

[76], “Dependency-

aware Data Locality 

for 

MR” 

For processing 

the real-world 

input data, which 

might be hugely 

skewed together 

with dependent, 

the Dependency-

Aware Locality 

for MR (DALM) 

was introduced.  

DALM 
Hadoop 1.2.1, 

Giraph 1.0.0 

Alteration to 

HDFS 

replication 

along with 

scheduling 

technique 

 

Jian Tan et al. [85], 

“Improving Reduce 

Task Data Locality 

for Sequential 

MR Jobs” 

Grounded on the 

optimal solution, 

a receding 

horizon control 

policy was 

developed under 

limited situations 

Optimal 

Reduce Task 

assignment, 

Greedy 

approach 

Hadoop 1.x 

Classical 

stochastic 

sequential 

assignment 

JiongXie et al. [69] 

“Improving MR 

Performance through 

Data Placement in 

Heterogeneous HCs” 

For distributing a 

huge data set for 

various nodes 

regarding every 

nod’s computing 

capacity, a data 

placement 

mechanism in the 

HDFS was 

presented 

Optimize data 

placement in 

heterogeneous 

clusters 

Hadoop 1.x  Dynamic 

YijunYing  et al.[79], 

“Optimizing Energy, 

Locality, and Priority 

in an MR Cluster” 

For introducing a 

2-step approach, 

where a controller 

dynamically 

allocating servers 

were deployed for 

the three kinds of 

workloads and an 

MR scheduler 

attaining the 

optimal data 

locality was 

planned.  

Markov 

Decision 

Process 

–– 
locality-aware 

scheduler 

Zhihong Liu et al. 

[80], “Dynamic 

Resource Allocation 

for MR 

with Partitioning 

Skew” 

Run-time 

partitioning skew 

mitigation was 
offered by 

DREAMS. By 

controlling the 

resources 

Dynamic 

Resource 

Allocation 

technique for 

MR 

(Hadoop Yarn) 

YARN 2.4.0 
Additional 
feature in 

YARN 
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assigned to every 

diminished task, 

it survived with 

the partitioning 

skew issue rather 

than 

repartitioning 

workload 

amongst 

minimized tasks 

Xiaoan Ding et al. 

[75], “JellyFish: 

Online Performance 

Tuning with 

Adaptive 

Configuration and 

Elastic Container in 

Hadoop Yarn” 

For developing 

the 

 MR jobs’ 

performance and 

increased usage in 

Hadoop YARN, 

an online 

performance 

tuning system 

termed JellyFish 

were suggested 

 

JellyFish, 

Hadoop Yarn 
Hadoop 2.x 

Parameters 

tuning, 

resources 

rescheduling 

through elastic 

containers 

Weina Wang et al. 

[73], “MapTask 

Scheduling in MR 

With Data Locality: 

TP and Heavy-

Traffic Optimality” 

To depict a 

queueing 

architecture 

together with 

illustrate a map 

task scheduling 

comprised by 

merging the 

Shortest Queue 

policy and the 

MaxWeight 

policy. 

 The capacity 

region of an 

MR computing 

       –– 

Merge Shortest 

Queue, Max 

Weight 

Scheduler in 

grave traffic 

queues 

Jorda Polo et al. [70] 

“Resource-aware 

Adaptive Scheduling 

for MR Clusters” 

For MR multi-job 

workloads, which 

targeted 

developing 

resource usage 

across machines, 

a resource-aware 

scheduling 

methodology was 

recommended 

whilst observing 

CT goals. 

Resource-

aware Adaptive 

Scheduler 

(RAS) 

Hadoop 0.23 

Scheduler 

together with 

job profiler 

Xianqiang Bao et al. 

[74], “HConfig: 

Resource Adaptive 

Fast Bulk Loading in 

HBase” 

For optimizing H-

Base system 

performance from 

several 

dimensions, the 

HConfig, which 

is a semi-

automated 

configuration 

manager, was 

enhanced.  

 

Resource 

adaptive along 

with workload 

aware auto-

configuration 

management 

HBase 0.96.2, 

Hadoop 2.2.0 

Algorithms for 

semi-automatic 

data loading 

together with 

resource 

allocation 
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Mario Pastorelli et al. 

[71], “HFSP: 

Bringing Size-Based 

Scheduling To 

Hadoop” 

 For real, multi-

server, complex, 

together with 

broadly wielded 

systems like 

Hadoop, a 

methodology was 

developed for 

HFSP 

HFSP: size-

centric 

scheduling 

Pig,  

Hadoop 1.x 

Job size 

estimator and 

algorithm 

Yi Yao et al. [77], 

“LsPS: A Job Size-

Based Scheduler for 

Efficient Task 

Assignments in 

Hadoop” 

By tuning the 

resource shares 

amongst users 

together with the 

scheduling 

techniques for 

every user, a 

Hadoop, which 

leveraged the 

knowledge of 

workload patterns 

for minimizing 

average job 

response times, 

was suggested 

Hadoop MR 

cluster 
Hadoop 1.x 

Plug-in 

scheduler 

Yi Yuan et al. [78], 

“Joint scheduling of 

MR jobs with 

servers: Performance 

bounds and 

experiments” 

MR’s joint 

scheduling in 

servers 

Unique MR 

Server-Job 

Organizer 

(MSJO) 

Hadoop 1.2.0  

3-

approximation 

algorithm, 

heuristic 

Shiori Kurazumietr 

al. [72], “Dynamic 

processing slots 

scheduling for I/O 

intensive jobs of 

Hadoop MR” 

 A dynamic 

processing slot 

scheduling for I/O 

intensive jobs of 

Hadoop MR 

targeting on I/O 

wait during the 

execution of jobs 

was expounded 

Slot Scheduling Hadoop 1.0.3  

Dynamic 

algorithm 

grounded on 

I/O and CPU 

statistics 

Chien-Hung Chen et 

al. [68] “MR 

Scheduling for 

Deadline-Constrained 

Jobs in 

Heterogeneous CC 

Systems” 

A scheduler that 

used the Bipartite 

Graph modeling 

for incorporated 

the map 

scheduling, was 

introduced 

Deadline-

Constrained 

MR Scheduling 

Hadoop 1.2.1  

Bipartite Graph 

Modelling to 

execute 

BGMRS 

scheduler 
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2.5 Research Gap 

• Speculative Execution (SE) means running slow or the node is performing poorly, 

which has a significant effect on the job execution’s overall performance; thus, 

cluster’s throughput gets compromised. A homogeneous Hadoop Cluster was 

considered by Speculative Execution strategies while the cluster is heterogeneous 

and influenced by Cloud Computing while processing Big Data in reality.   

• Since map, shuffle and reduce phases were not minutely observed, the majority of 

the approaches were struggling with finding out the actual slow task. 

• Because of input data skew, phase percentage not matching (the assumption was each 

phase taking the same amount of time), reduce task starts asynchronously before map 

task completes, and selection of backup candidate /slow task was not proper. For the 

identification of slow tasks, a std is used as a threshold value. 

• The parameters considered to find out the RT of the task were processing only the 

speed. Since each node needs to process a different amount of data, a combination of 

process speed (PS) and process bandwidth could be better parameter. 

• In the previous research, Strategies adopted to find out the proper worker node to re-

run the slow task was improper. 

• To identify slow tasks on time, a few strategies took a long time. To justify its 

concept, SE indeed fails. 
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 2.6  Literature Summary  

• Since it is emerging the typical for implementing data analytics and ML at a large 

scale, enhancing the performance and effectiveness of BD frameworks along with 

applications is a constant vital research area. 

• The review of literature on architectural frameworks wielded in the distributed 

programming frameworks’ realization and decision models in CC is discussed here. 

The CC has become a reality. There are various related circumstances namely BD, 

BD analytics, distributed programming frameworks such as Hadoop, MR 

programming paradigm, HDFS, and architectural models in its ecosystem. 

•  For constructing a performance characteristics’ in-depth understanding, still there is 

a clear gap, which requisites more effort from the research community in the BD 

area. Particularly SE in which whilst effectively managing resources, a single task 

impacts the whole job execution and rerun the task on apt backup nodes. 

• To identify the effective and optimum solution, nature-inspired metaheuristics 

approaches were studied.  

• To recognize the BD world, offer an effort towards the direction of developing the 

prevailing and attain the BD domain’s big vision, a step toward expanding the 

knowledge was regarded. 
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Chapter 3 

Research Methodology 

 

Performance Optimization in Big Data Processing  

Using Enhanced Speculative Approach 

 

 

3.1 Preface 

Researchers [96] have developed a MR, which separates the input into several 

outputs that are processed by the map tasks entirely in a parallel way. The job’s entire 

execution time will be affected if a single parallel running task on data nodes requires a 

longer execution time. This task is termed, straggler. To make sure that the task is completed 

than the actual task, the backup task, which is that task’s speculative copy, executes on a 

different faster node [97]. This is termed Speculative Execution (SE). 

Nodes that comprise the distributed computing systems are homogeneous along with 

it is regarded by many proposed task allocation techniques. By allotting delayed tasks to 

extra nodes, SE minimizes delay in a homogeneous environment. CC is moving as of 

homogeneous to heterogeneous since it exists [99]. For organizations, which espouse cloud 

bursting or own several generations of IT resources purchased above diverse time frames, 

heterogeneity is inevitable [100].  
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3.2 Map Reduce Mechanisms 

A master divides the input files into various map tasks after the job is submitted in 

an MR cluster. Next, the map together with reduce tasks are scheduled for workers. A 

Worker Node (WN) executes tasks on the task slots. By periodic heartbeat, it sustains 

informing the tasks' progress to the master. From the input, map tasks remove key-value 

pairs. Then, it is transferred to a few user-defined map operations together with a join 

function. In the end, the intermediate map results are engendered. Then, from every map 

task, the reduce tasks replica the input pieces.  

The merge sort joints those pieces to a solitary ordered (key, value list) pair stream. 

The stream is transferred to a few user-defined reduce functions. In the end, the outcomes 

are engendered for the job. When the reduce task is spitted into copy, sort, together with 

reduce phases, the map task is spitted into the map along with combine phases.  

Since they emerge to be present, reduce tasks could initiate when just a few map 

tasks are accomplished permitting reduce tasks to replica map results quickly; thus, the 

network congestion is alleviated. Nevertheless, till every map task is finished, no reduce task 

could step into the sort phase. This is for preparing the input for the sort phase, every reduce 

task should complete copying outputs as of every map task. 
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3.3 Proposed Big Data Processing Using Enhanced Speculative Approach 

Supreme Rate Performance (SRP), which is a novel SE strategy, is targeted at the top 

cost performance. For each phase like Map, Shuffle and Reduce, every task running on 

disparate worker node (WN) is checked. The computing resources are comprised through 

tasks cost. Whereas, the performance shortens the Job Execution Time (JET) as well as the 

cluster throughput (TP) growth. Selecting straggler tasks accurately and quickly is the key 

aim of Hadoop-SRP. 

 It assists them in apt WN. A model is delivered, which would detect what task to be 

reversed up that suitably utilizes cluster resources for accurately and quickly detecting 

stragglers. When weighed against backup tasks, SRP delivers novel tasks with higher 

priority. The SRP selects backup contenders grounded on a prompt forecast of the tasks' 

Processing Speed together with accurate appraisal of the RT.  

An altered Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) is wielded for 

estimating the tasks’ RT and determining PS. Then, by utilizing BM-LOA, those backup 

candidates would be backed up on apt WN for achieving maximum performance cost as 

indicated by the cluster load. 

The Data Locality (DL) and fairness are considered for choosing the apt WN 

intended for backup tasks. Physical homogeneous, Cloud-centric heterogeneous, and 

simulated heterogeneous Cloud-centric clusters are the three diverse in which the SRP is 

applied.  

For calculating tasks’ RT, the proposed methodologies’ pseudo-code is intended; in 

figure 3.1, the slow tasks’ backup time, and proper node detection for backup are depicted; 

in the outcomes along with the discussion section. 
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Figure 3.1: Proposed Workflow HADOOP-SRP 

A new set of speculative execution strategies called Hadoop-SRP 

i) For choosing slow tasks, the progress rates together with the processing Bandwidth 

(BW) within a phase are utilized. 

ii) For determining the Processing Speed and calculating a task’s Remaining Time, a 

Modified Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) is employed.  

iii) Grounded on the load detect which task to backup.  

iv) By utilizing BM-LOA, detect the proper back up node to rerun the slow task.  

The main aim of SRP is to choose straggler tasks precisely and quickly along with 

backing them up on proper WN. Task slots are allocated to the jobs that are submitted 

for guaranteeing fairness. When analogized to backup tasks, SRP exhibits a superior 

priority likewise other SE strategies. Till every novel MR task of this job has been 

allocated, SRP won’t initiate backup straggler MR tasks. Grounded on rapid 

identification of the tasks’ PS together with a precise calculation of the RT, SRP selects 

backup candidates. 
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3.4 Modified Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) For Predicting 

Process Speed 

Altered EWMA is wielded instead of just employing the past average rate to find the 

tasks’ PS. By monitoring the output through regarding the disparate factors, the EWMA 

suggests data average, which is deployed for tracking the movement of the portfolio. For 

appraising the performance along with enhancement, the weights were offered and results 

were tracked. For predicting the tasks' PS, the predictions EWMA, CUSUM, and modified 

EWMA algorithms were wielded. 

Thompson et al. [102] presented the Shewhart control charts in the1920’s. For the 

monitoring, controlling, and systematic development of mass production processes 

manufacturing identical parts, it was an extremely valuable and well-accepted Statistical 

Process Control (SPC) tool. For scattering a plot together with regard, the production 

procedure, the Shewhart chart uses the earlier production procedures’ data. Hence, if the 

production procedure doesn’t alter considerably, the scatter plot’s pattern can’t be depicted. 

So, to detect huge shifts, the Shewhart chart is enhanced. 

A control chart, which finds changes that might process although the changes were 

little, was invented by Page and Roberts. To determine the smaller together with moderate 

shifts, the Cumulative Sum (CUSUM) and the EWMA chart that makes it extra sensitive 

when analogized to the Shewhart chart were wielded. A EWMA control chart, which has 

individual observations as input, could be used. When small shifts are to be identified against 

Shewhart control charts that might just determine huge shifts, implementing EWMA control 

charts is suggested, for example, Hunter, Montgomery, Qiu, or Ryan. 

The lags in the SMA are minimized by the strength of the EWMA. Rather than 

treating each with equal impact as in SMA, that is attained by implementing extra weight to 

the more recent values. From the estimation, the dissimilarity in lag stops.  

Step 1: By detecting the SMA, the initial value is estimated for EMA. 

0=initSMA
     (3.1)
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Step 2:  For the EMA, the weighted variable  is estimated.  

1

2

+
=

T


     (3.2)
 

It could be wielded for estimating the EMA once that weighted multiplier has been 

determined. 

( ) 11 −− +−= tttt AEMAEMDAEM 
   (3.3)

 

In finding the small systematic shifts, that high weighting factor delays EWMA's 

efficiency. Hence, higher sigma metric values will cause the higher lambda values’ selection 

in the problematic approach. It will not be apt for the purpose since the EWMA chart’s power 

to find a small shift value reduces. Thus, the usage of critical fault for detecting the weighting 

factor appears to be unreasonable. For the EWMA chart to work in fitness for the purpose 

and the utilization of it in mixture with the Shewhart chart, the most sensible approach could 

be choosing a lower weighting factor. 

Till it is carried out for a definite time, the tasks' process speed estimation won’t be 

initiated for guaranteeing the prediction accuracy. That period is termed a speculative lag. A 

sort job executes in the cluster along with unexpectedly launches a few I/O together with 

CPU-intensive workloads on one of the WN to depict how effectual EWMA could be in 

determining the task’s PS together with the RT. 

While a sudden speed drop takes place, the EWMA predicts the PS and the RT of a 

task more precisely. While there is no unexpected variation in speed, it is effectual in 

smoothing out speed oscillations. Regarding the error, the EWMA has a limitation of inertia 

issue. The instance observations are considered by the Modified EWMA as similar to the 

EWMA. The precedent changes and the latest modification are considered. A Modified 

EWMA is equated as, 

         ))1()(()()1()1()( −−++−−= tYtYtYtXtX    (3.4) 

Here, a suitable constant is signified by, the estimated and the observed PS at time 

t is mentioned by  and Y (t) in  a trade-off between stability and )(tX ,10 
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responsiveness is depicted by , α is fixed to 0.2, the mixing parameter values’ degree 

between 0 and 1 is mentioned by. The freshest data is wielded to measure EWMA if  =1. 

More weight age is rendered to old data if  is approaching 0. The novel data renders extra 

weight age if  is close to 1.  

By deploying EMWA, Modified EWMA, and Root Mean Square (RMS), the 

experimentation is executed. The difference between the speed evidenced for the current 

along with the preceding time cycle is supplementary whilst computing the calculated time. 

The modified EWMA visualizes the processes’ RT that is near to the recorded observed 

procedure. 

nn YXtX  +−= −1)1()(      (3.5) 
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3.5 Estimation of Remaining Task Time 

For the task with the longest Remaining Time (RT), the superior priority is presented 

for backup. The RT’s sum is concerned with a task's RT in each phase. By the processing 

BW in together with the remaining data’s factors, the RT 

left on is calculated while a task is running currently.  

However, since the task has not entered these phases still, the following phases’ RT 

estimation is tedious. Thus, to apprise the RT of a phase , the 

phase average PS is wielded. The tasks’ average PS, which entered the phase, is considered 

as the phase's average PS. For the fair consideration of all tasks, no task has entered along 

with the RT is not analyzed.  is attuned by factor , which implies the inputted 

size’s ratio to the average of every task’s inputted size since the tasks could process a 

disparate volume of data.  

 

The Remaining Time calculation steps are expounded as follows,  

 

Step 1: Declare Variable 

 

Step 2: Appraise the task’s RT as 

 

(3.6) 

Here, Remaining Time is signified by RT, Remain Data Processed is depicted 

by RDP, and the Bandwidth Required is indicated by BWR.  

 

Step 3: By wielding the equation (4), analyze the constant  

    (3.7) 

 

 

 

)_( phasecurr )_( phasecurr

)_( phasecurr

)_( phasefollow
phaseAvg

phaseAvg



Avginput VolumeDataVolumeData __=

phasephasephasecurrphasecurrphasefollowphasecurrtask AvgBWRRDPRTRTRT +=+= ____

phase in follow_phase 
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Step 4: By deploying equation (5), find the RT  

     

(3.8) 

Here, the PF is defined by Percent Finish, and the Process speed is depicted by PS. 

 

Step 5: It has the highest priority for SE (Back Up) if the task has the longest RT. 
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3.6 Estimation of the Backup Time of the Slow Task 

 A key goal of estimation of backup time of slow task is to shorten the job's overall 

lagging and hastening a slow task.  

The sum of estimated RT in each phase is used for accessing the slow task’s backup 

time. The amount of data to be processed by each task must be taken into the consideration 

to find out estimated RT tasks.  

In each phase, the Estimated_RT is adjusted by factor µ since tasks may process the 

diverse data. Thus, the slow task’s backup time is estimated as, 

 =
phase

phaseRTEstimatetaskslowtimeupBack _                      (3.9) 

avginput volumedataDataVolume /=                                   (3.10) 
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3.7 Behavioral Model-Based Lion Optimization algorithm for proper backup node 

selection 

Amongst practitioners and researchers, resolving tedious optimization issues with 

meta-heuristic algorithms has received considerable attention recently. Several phenomena 

of nature inspired those algorithms. The Lion Optimization Algorithm (LOA), which is a 

novel population-centric algorithm, is presented. The essential motivation for the 

enhancement of that optimization is the special lifestyle of lions and their cooperation 

features.  

LOA, which is a part of stochastic optimization, is a meta-heuristic algorithm. For 

the issue in every execution, the meta-heuristic system can engender various solutions. By a 

set of randomly engendered solutions termed lions, an initial population is created. Nomad 

lions are the selection of a few lions in the initial population. The left-over lions are randomly 

divided into subsets termed pride. 5 females, the cubs of both sexes, together with one or 

more adult males are comprised in pride. While young males become sexually mature, they 

are removed from their birth pride. Nomads are the 2nd organizational behavior, which moves 

about sporadically, either in pairs or singularly. Amongst relevant males who were removed 

from the maternal pride, pairs are more seen. The lion might switch lifestyles, residents 

might become nomads, and in reverse. 

 

Figure 3.2: Lion’s characteristics for the survival 

Lions naturally hunt along with other members of their pride, unlike all other cats. 

From various points, many lions work together along with encircle the prey along with catch 
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the victim with a quick attack. Lion has unique characteristics and behavior of matting, 

hunting, moving from one place to another, and defense. In figure 3.2, Lion’s hunting 

characteristics were regarded as this trait is found closer to the research work. 

3.7.1   Lion’s social behavior 

Lion is the strongest mammal since it has unique social behavior. In pride, where the 

lions live in a group, resident females and males are attending to give birth. The territory is 

the area where the pride resides. The nomadic lion, which tries to attack its pride, should be 

defended by the lions and cubs. The territorial lion will be killed or driven out by the lion if 

the nomadic lion beats the territorial lion. Next, the lost lions’ cubs will be killed by the 

territorial lion; then, the female lion will be forced to estrus and copulate for its offspring. 

To take over the pride, it might kill the territorial lion if it was stronger than it while the cub 

of the territory attains sexual maturity. The territorial laggard lion’s cubs will be killed by 

the fresh stronger lion and get ready for giving birth to their cubs. The conventional scheme 

with no trouble falls into the local optimum issue. 

3.7.2 Lion’s hunting behavior 

In lion hunts, coordinated group hunting leads to a chance of success. Whilst waiting 

for the hunter lionesses to return as of the hunt, the male and a few lionesses stay and rest 

generally. Lions mates at any time. The females are polyestrous i.e. females don’t rear the 

cubs that are accessible. When the female is in heat, a lioness might mate with various 

partners. The territory will be marked by the male and female lions along with any place that 

is with urine. The lions’ lifestyle might be modified from nomads to pride and vice versa. 

            For discovering the prey for food, every pride lions go for hunting in the group in the 

resident territory. Grounded on the fitness function, the hunters are partitioned into three 

subgroups. Left, center and right-wing positions are the three positions in which the hunters 

are encircling the prey. The prides’ best six feelings are regarded as the center wing. The 

left-over pride is partitioned into other two wings. For offering food for their pride, a few 

females look for prey in a group in every pride. To encircle and catch the prey, those hunters 

have specific strategies. While hunting, lions follow similar patterns approximately. 
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The first step is to randomly generate the population over the solution space in LOA. 

Every single solution is called ‘‘Lion”. 

In a dimensional optimization problem, a Lion is depicted by, 

     (3.11) 

By analyzing the objective function, the fitness value of every lion is estimated.  

      
(3.12) 

Left, center and right-wing positions are the three positions in which the hunters are 

encircling the prey. 

 

Figure 3.3: Generalize Lion’s Hunting behavior 

The prides’ best six feelings are regarded as the center wing. The left-over 

pride is partitioned into other two wings. 

 To encircle prey and hunt, lions follow a specific strategy. For designing own 

algorithm to find out the fittest node to re-run the slow task, the following is wielded. 
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LION Hunting –Analogy: 

 Since they use urine to decide, lions have their own boundaries ~ DL 

considered in the approach, Prey ~Task, Group of Lions/Lioness (Pride)~ 

Heterogeneous Cloud Cluster, Lions/Lioness ~ Are nodes (All the Possible 

solutions, Load on each node ~Fitness of Lion/Lioness, Small grouping of Role ~ 

Map Fast Nodes and Reduce Fast Nodes, Last Map Fast/Reduce Fast Nodes ~ Best 

visited position). 

 Each node is equally eligible to become the fittest node initially. As per the 

Load, fitness value could be improved/decreased at any stage.  The goal is to find 

out the optimum solution i.e., the lion depicted at the center in figure 3.3. 

BM-LOA Algorithm for Fittest Node Selection 

Step 1:  Get slow task (in MR Phase) and Job Type CPU Intensive /Data    

Intensive  

Step 2: Classify Map fast and Reduce Fast Nodes grounded on Past History and 

CPU Utilization and RAM  

 

Step 3: Estimate the Fitness/Load of Each node  

Total number of tasks running on each node in the cluster 

i.e., T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9…. 

Load/Fitness Calculation  

Estimated RT of each Node= Avg. RT of each task running on that particular node 

i.e.  RT of N1: 60 Seconds, N2: 50 Seconds, N3: 135 Seconds, N4: 170 Seconds 

Estimated RT of SLOW NODE   i.e. 100 Seconds 

RT is Remaining Time of Task 

N1, N2, N3, N4 are node 1, node 2… 
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Step 4: Check the conditions  

Load = Estimated RT CANDIDATE Node < Estimated RT of SLOW NODE 

       If Job Type = CPU Intensive 

                If Phase= “Map” 

Select the node with Lowest Load and Lowest CPU utilization – MAP FAST 

       If Job Type = Data Intensive 

                If Phase= “Reduce” 

Select the node with Lowest Load and Lowest CPU utilization and Highest RAM – 

REDUCE FAST 

     Else select the node with Lowest Load and Lowest CPU utilization – Another 

Rack (BW) 

 

Step 5:  Allocate the task to fittest node 

 

With 4100 tasks and permutation of phases, the algorithm is trained i.e., at a 

particular time task might be in the map phase or reduce phase. The Behavioral 

Model-centric LOA is wielded to rerun the slow task on the fittest node (Fast node 

based on Load). 
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Chapter 4 

Results and Discussions 

4.1 Introduction 

In heterogeneous and homogeneous environments, the Hadoop-Supreme Rate 

Performance (Hadoop-SRP) is analyzed. Experiments are conducted in i) Physical 

homogeneous HC ii) Cloud-based Heterogeneous HC iii) Simulated Cloud Base 

Heterogeneous HC to ensure the stable performance of Hadoop-SRP.  

Big datasets like Wikipedia, Medical Transcription, National Climate Data Centre, 

and other self-generated datasets with varying sizes starting from 250 MB to 22 GB are 

wielded in the proposed SRP strategy and further tested with benchmark programs 

listed in Table 4.2. The dataset’s detailed description is given below. In APPENDIX-

A, meticulous steps of the experimental setup are provided. 

Benchmark programs namely Word Count (WC), GrepSort, GrepSearch, TeraSort 

(TS), Test DFSIO, and PI are utilized. One of the simplest applications of MR is the 

WC. It counts the frequency of words from a huge dataset like Wikipedia. Name-node 

divides the file into equal block sizes once a user submits the job. Map and Reduce are 

the two key functions performed.  

To generate <key, value> pairs, a map is wielded. The word or phrase is the key 

along with the value is its corresponding number of occurrences. The matching string 

in the input data files is found by the Grep program and the number of occurrences of 

that string is the output.  
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A list is taken as the input by the sort program and gives back the sorted array as 

an output. To make roughly equal size partitions before doing the actual sorting, the TS 

programs use the same range partitioner as Hadoop TS which is built upon sampling 

the input. The HDFS’s I/O performance is tested by DFSIO. For reading or writing files 

in parallel, a MR job is wielded since it is a suitable means. In a separate map task, 

every file is read or written. To gather statistics relating to the file that is just processed, 

the map’s result is wielded. 

The ET depends on the computation of the program in the CPU-bound scenario. 

Conversely, the ET depends on the time taken for input and output operations in the I/O 

bound scenario. WC is the simplest and best processing model to be considered in a 

CPU-bound scenario among all the DP models. it would be better if the considered test 

case is simple since the complex situation is considered by eliminating the most 

important part of HDFS.  

The evaluation is conducted and the outcomes are collected. Based on the average 

ET factor, the comparison is done. Datasets and types of the job (CPU Intensive or IO 

Intensive) results are analyzed for the map phase and reduce phase by utilizing various 

benchmark programs.  

Table 4.1: Benchmark programs with Datasets 

Program Dataset Type 

WC 

-NCDC Weather Dataset 

-Medical Transcriptions 

-Wikipedia 

CPU Intensive 

GrepSort 

-NCDC Weather Dataset 

-Wikipedia 

CPU Intensive  

(When Expression appears 

rarely) 

-NCDC Weather Dataset 

-Wikipedia 

Data intensive  

(When Expression appears 

frequently) 

GrepSearch 

-NCDC Weather Dataset 

-Medical Transcriptions 

-Wikipedia 

CPU Intensive  

(When Expression appears 

rarely) 

-NCDC Weather Dataset 

-Wikipedia 

Data intensive  

(When Expression appears 

frequently) 

TeraSort Generate using Teragen Data Intensive 

TestDFSIO  

(Read and Write) 
Generate using Write Method Data Intensive 

PI Number of Map tasks and Sample CPU Intensive 

The datasets and their executing programs are elucidated in table 4.1.  
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4.2 Implementation of optimization in Big Data Processing Using Enhanced 

Speculative Approach (Without Optimization) 

4.2.1 Comparison of 6 Nodes and 7 Node Cluster 

In table 4.2, by launching the physical homogeneous HC with the succeeding 

configurations, the proposed ameliorated speculative plan is carried out. The 

Homogeneous-HC was initiated with five nodes and slowly nodes were added to the 

cluster. In table 4.2 the configurations of the Name Node along with Data Node (DN) 

are depicted. One DN is made deliberately by flooding with the load in the first attempt. 

The node is distributed deliberately while processing a file so that the node becomes 

slow/dead in another scenario. The Hadoop is permitted to run its own SE strategy and 

observed the results. To deal with SE and results, the own approach is implemented. In 

Tables 4.3 and 4.4, the result attained by the six-6 nodes cluster and also the seven-7 

nodes cluster is depicted. 

Table 4.2: Configurations–Physical Homogeneous HC 

Particulars 
Name Node 

(Job Tracker) 

Data Node 

(Task Tracker) 

Processor Intel Xeon processors Intel Xeon processors 

RAM 8 GB 8 GB 

Hard Disk 105.8 GB 105.8 GB 

OS Ubuntu 17.10 Ubuntu 17.10 

JDK Version Jdk1.8.0-171 Jdk1.8.0-171 

HADOOP 2.6.5 2.6.5 

Replication Factor 3 3 

Eclipse OXYGEN.3A For 64- bit OXYGEN.3A For 64- bit 

 

The Name Node (Job Tracker) and DN (Task Tracker) configuration is depicted 

in table 4.2. Resource management (managing the task trackers), tracking resource 

accessibility together with task life cycle management, fault tolerance, etc. are the key 

operations of Job Tracker. A simple function of the JT is encompassed in the task tracker 

along with upgrading the JT with its progress status occasionally. The DN is preceded 

with various slots, which depict the tasks it could recognize. JT search for a bare slot in 

the task tracker executing on a similar server that hosts the DN in which the data for that 

task resides, while it tries to schedule a task. In a similar rack, it searches for the machine 
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id if doesn’t find it. During this assignment, there will be system considerations. Name 

Node (NN) together with the JT attain several rack ids related to every slave node (DN) 

along with engenders a mapping between the IP address and the Rack id. In total rack 

power outage or switch failure, data is not lost since HDFS utilizes that information to 

copy data over various racks. The replication factor -3 is wielded; thus, every block is 

copied ‘3’ times.   

Table 4.3: Results – Homogeneous Physical HC (Six nodes) 

Job Id 
File Size 

(MB/GB) 

Execution  

time 

(mins: 

seconds) 

Launched 

Maptask 

(count) 

Total 

time 

spent by 

all map 

tasks 

(ms) 

Total 

time 

spent 

by 

reduce 

task 

(ms) 

Vcoremap 

tasks 

(ms) 

CPU 

time 

spent 

(ms) 

155802132

5173_0002 

2 GB  

GREP_Search 
1:09 19 45780 19620 45782 65400 

155802132

5173_0005 

3 GB  

GREP_Search 
1:35 28 56700 24300 56703 81000 

155802132

5173_0008 

4 GB  

GREP_Search 
1:58 37 65940 28260 65941 94200 

155802132

5173_0001 

2 GB 

Word_Count 
1:46 19 61320 26280 61325 87600 

155802132

5173_0004 

3 GB 

Word_Count 
1:57 33 65940 28260 65945 94200 

155802132

5173_0007 

4 GB 

Word_Count 
1:89 39 79380 34020 79382 113400 

 

The results achieved by the ‘6’ node cluster are expounded in table 4.3. The 

dissimilar job application Ids’ acquired results are depicted. For the experiments, the job Ids 

with disparate File Sizes (FS) are considered. The ET’s results, initiated count of launched 

Map task, Total time spent by all map tasks(ms), Total time spent by all reduce tasks(ms), 

Vcore Map task(ms), and CPU time spent (ms) are offered.  

When weighted against other job Ids, the job Id 1558021325173_002 (2GB GREP 

Search) ET attained a lower value of 1:09 minutes: seconds. For launched Map task, entire 

time utilized by all map tasks, entire time utilized by reduce task, Vcore Map tasks, together 

with CPU time spent, the measures acquire a lower value of 19, 45780, 19620, 45782, and 

65400 respectively. According to the FS and job type, the metric values are altered though 

it is of size. Here all the job executions launched one ‘reduce’ task. 
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   Table 4.4: Results   – Homogeneous Physical HC (Seven nodes) 

Job Id 
File Size 

(MB/GB) 

Execution 

time 

(seconds) 

Launched 

Maptask 

(count) 

Total time 

spent by 

all map 

tasks(ms) 

Total 

time 

spent by 

reduce 

task(ms) 

Vcoremap 

task (ms) 

CPU 

time 

spent 

(ms) 

15574171

54342_00

04 

500 MB –

PI-8 
29.752 4 21421 8331 21423 29752 

15574171

54342_00

05 

500 MB-

PI-16 
43.824 5 31553 12271 31555 43824 

15574171

54342_00

06 

1000 MB-

PI-32 
69.415 9 49979 19436 49981 69415 

15574171

54342_00

07 

500 MB- 

Grep 
34.653 4 24950 9703 24952 34653 

15574171

54342_00

03 

250 MB-

WC 
10.154 2 7311 2843 7313 10154 

15574171

54342_00

04 

500 MB-

WC 
45.676 4 32887 12789 32889 45676 

15574171

54342_00

03 

1000 MB-

WC 
72.472 12 52180 20292 52182 72472 

 

The ‘7’ node cluster’s results with ‘7’ disparate job Ids are depicted in table 4.4. For 

execution, the seven disparate FS are wielded. When contrasted to other Job Ids, 

the 1557417154342_0004 attains a lower execution time of 29:752 seconds. While 

employing the 1000MB-WC FS, the 1557417154342_0003 is 72.472seconds, which is 

high. Noticeable observations are though file sizes are same in Job 

Ids 1557417154342_0006 and 1557417154342_0003 (i.e., 1000 MB) values drove for 

metrics Execution time, Launched map tasks, Total time spent by all map tasks, Total time 

spent by reduce task, Vcore map task and CPU time spent is entirely different.  The same 

applies to jobs with 500 MB-PI-8 and 500 MB-PI-16. 

Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 depicts normal file execution where all the nodes in the 

clusters are performing at the highest capacity.  
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4.2.2 Comparison of Execution Time 

To achieve an enhanced overview, every file gauged the average ET. By various key 

sizes, the experimentation was conducted for several systems. Owing to enhancement in key 

size, the ET was rising in many cases. 

Table 4.5: Comparison Table for ET with Different File Size 

Execution Time (ms) 

500 MB-PI-8 38 

500 MB-PI-16 45 

500 MB-PI-32 72 

500 MB-Grep 38 

250 MB WC 40 

500 MB WC 80 

1000 MB WC 100 

 

Table 4.5 the various FS are performing in the time of (38-100) ms. the ET for 

varying (500 MB-PI-8, 500 MB-PI-16, 500 MB-PI-32, 500 MB-Grep, 250 MB WC, 500 

MB WC, 1000 MB WC) several FS is depicted in figure 4.1.  

.  

Figure 4.1: Execution Time with Different File Size 
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4.2.3 Comparison of Map task and Reduce Task 

Since it consumes a similar energy map the reduce tasks are observed minutely. 

Hence, the timing is analogized to various jobs and the job’s several sizes. For processing 

the input data’s block, every map task implements a similar map function along with 

engenders intermediate outcomes in key-value pair format. Table 4.6 the hash function 

divides the intermediate data along with the related reduce tasks fetch it as their inputs. 

Figure 4.2 the execution map tasks are observed minutely for the further usage. We are 

unable to find specific patterns. 

Table 4.6: Comparison of Map Task(ms) with Different File Size 

MapTask (ms) 

500 MB-PI-8 21421 

500 MB-PI-16 31553 

500 MB-PI-32 49979 

500 MB-Grep 24950 

250 MB WC 7311 

500 MB WC 32887 

1000 MB WC 52180 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Time consumed by Map Phase with Different File Size 
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Between map and reduce tasks there is an interdependence that is, underutilization 

and starvation are caused since reduce tasks can’t complete till every map task is 

accomplished. For estimating the essential time to execute the map and reduce tasks, it is 

required to have a thorough description of every job. Theoretically it is assumed that map 

phase and reduce phase equal amount of time. But observations says that it is depended on 

job type. In table 4.7, the comparison table of reduce task with different sizes are depicted. 

Here those results are depicted where reduce task take longer time then those map tasks. All 

the jobs were re run multiple times on Homogeneous Cluster with seven nodes. 

Table 4.7: Comparison of Reduce Task (ms) with Different File Size 

Reduce task Time (ms) 

500 MB-PI-8 8331 

500 MB-PI-16 12271 

500 MB-PI-32 19436 

500 MB-Grep 9703 

250 MB WC 2843 

500 MB WC 12789 

1000 MB WC 20292 
 

Various FS’s reduce task performance regarding the ET is expounded in table 4.7. 

7000-135000 ms is the ranging time of different FS. The reduce tasks ranging from 500 MB-

PI-8, 500 MB-PI-16, 500 MB-PI-32, 500 MB-Grep, 250 MB WC, 500 MB WC, and 1000 

MB WC is depicted in figure 4.3. 

 

Figure 4.3: Time consumed by Reduce phase with Different File Sizes 
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In table 4.8, Comparison of ET in Normal Execution Vs. Without Handling 

Speculative Execution is depicted. 500 MB-PI-8, 500 MB-PI-16, 500 MB-PI-32, 500 MB-

Grep, 250 MB WC, 500 MB WC, and 1000 MB WC are the ‘7’ FS considered for 

comparison. The ET is estimated for the proposed technique’s varying time samples along 

with prevailing methodologies’ Remaining Process Time (RPT). 

 

Figure 4.4: Map Phase with different time duration based on job type 

 

Figure 4.5: Reduce Phase with Different Time Duration based on job type 
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The theoretical misconception breaks since the Map, Reduce, and Shuffle phase 

consumes various times, which was known by executing benchmark programs with varying 

sizes. Whilst executing the task, every phase consumes a dissimilar amount of time in a 

homogeneous HC, which is depicted in figure 4.4. At micro granularity, the map phase is a 

combo of the map and merged phase. The combo of copy, sort, and reduce is the reduce 

phase, which is elucidated in figure 4.5. It consumes various kinds regarding job type. 

Table 4.8: Comparison of ET in Normal Execution Vs. Without Handling Speculative 

Execution  

Execution Time (s) 
 Normal Execution In the presence of Dead node 

File Size (MB) 

Homogeneous 

Hadoop 

Cluster 

Heterogeneous 

Hadoop 

Cluster 

Homogeneous 

Hadoop 

Cluster 

Heterogeneous 

Hadoop Cluster 

500 MB-PI-8 30.2 29.75 39.32 39.04 

500 MB-PI-16 44.48 43.82 57.91 57.5 

500 MB-PI-32 70.46 69.42 91.74 91.09 

500 MB-Grep 30.48 30.03 39.68 39.41 

250 MB WC 41.66 41.04 54.24 53.85 

500 MB WC 81.08 79.88 105.57 104.82 

1000 MB WC 99.82 98.35 129.97 129.05 
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4.2.4 Comparison of Remaining Process Time 

Till the job completion, the total Processing Time (PT) for pending operations is 

offered by Remaining Process Time (RPT). The comparison of RPT of existing EMWA and 

proposed modified EMWA is mentioned in the table. In figure 4.7, the current and proposed 

approaches’ RPT from10 to 20 varying time samples is depicted. Table 4.9 

Table 4.9: Comparison of RPT with Varying Time (0-20 ms) 

RPT (10-20 ms) 

Time Original Data EMWA Modified EMWA 

10 58 56 61 

11 45 50 45 

12 0 48 12 

13 90 56 115 

14 90 61 108 

15 0 47 0 

16 80 55 90 

17 12 50 11 

18 83 46 92 

19 35 54 35 

20 58 52 61 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Remaining Process Time of the Techniques by Varying the Time  
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The RPT of the scheme utilizing actual data, prevailing EMWA along with the 

proposed modified EMWA is delineated in figure 4.6. For actual data, prevailing EMWA, 

and modified EMWA, the RPT is 59.0628, 56.3073, and 62.3799 for the 10ms time. The 

modified EMWA attains high value than the other two. Also, for a specific time sample, the 

modified EMWA has a low PT but mostly it has a higher value. In figure 4.7, the system’s 

RPT for varying time samples from 0 to 148 is expounded. 4 is the time gap between the 

samples; in addition, for these time samples, the PT is plotted. Table 4.10 when analogized 

to the actual and prevailing EMWA’s PT, the EMWA shows enhanced RPT for the highest 

time samples. 

Table 4.10: Comparison of RPT with Varying 0-148 ms 

RPT-(0 to 148 ms) 

Time Original data EMWA Modified EMWA 

0 48 46 50 

4 42 42 65 

8 44 44 3 

12 0 41 112 

16 95 63 19 

20 26 52 75 

24 45 46 30 

28 50 51 118 

32 84 65 60 

36 0 48 82 

40 51 52 55 

44 19 61 76 

48 48 50 0 

52 8 46 104 

56 19 38 0 

60 10 32 107 

64 27 28 34 

68 22 24 38 

72 21 20 27 

76 18 19 29 

80 8 21 3 

84 9 31 18 

88 19 18 20 

92 21 22 4 

96 24 26 44 

100 18 21 26 

104 13 24 42 

108 17 16 8 

112 11 11 0 
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116 9 8 3 

120 7 6 8 

124 5 5 6 

128 3 6 5 

132 4 3 3 

136 2 3 2 

140 0 4 0 

144 4 2 3 

148 3 2 5 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Remaining Process Time of the Techniques with varying Time (0 to 148 ms) 
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4.3 Implementation of Enhanced Speculative Approach for Big Data Processing Using 

BM-LOA Algorithm  

Here, for re-executing, the slow task of Big Data processing, the performance of the 

proposed BM-LOA-based speculative approach is evaluated. In the working platform of 

Cloudsim, the BM-LOA is applied. The publicly available data sources are taken, that is, 

Wikipedia, medical datasets, generate data using Teragen, write method, and map tasks and 

samples.4.4.1 Performance analysis for performance analysis. 

Rerun the slow task is analyzed and the overall system performance is analyzed are 

the two ways by which the performance is analyzed. 

For evaluating the performance of a new BM-LOA, performance parameters like 

precision, F-score, True Positive Rate (TPR), recall, accuracy, together with False Positive 

Rate (FPR) are wielded. Regarding (1) True Positive (TP), (2) False Positive (FP), (3) False 

Negative (FN), along with (4) True Negative (TN) that are generally employed for 

comparison, the proposed system’s evaluation is conducted. Every parameter’s detailed 

information is discussed further.  

TP: True Positive: The values that are positive were found positive. 

FP: False Positive: The values that are negative but falsely predicted as positive.  

It is also termed Type I Error. 

FN: False Negative: The values that are actually positive but falsely predicted as  

negative. It is also called as Type II Error. 

TN: True Negative: The values that are actually negative together with were found  

negative. 
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4.3.1 Statistical Parameters 

(a) Precision 

The proportion of exactly positive cases prediction and completes positive  

observation prediction is termed precision. It is equated as,     

 FPTP

TP
ecision

+
=Pr

                                                        (4.1) 

(b) Recall 

The proportion of perfectly positive case prediction and completes observation 

in the true data is termed recall. It is expressed as,     

FNTP

TP
call

+
=Re                                                              (4.2) 

(c) F-measure 

The weighted average of exactness with the recall is called F-measure. It is 

equated as,   

 
FNFPTP

TP
measureF

++
=−                                                     (4.3) 

(d) Accuracy 

The true outcome, which may be TN or TP, is known as accuracy. By correctly 

identifying the flooding attacks that happened through the network, it quantifies 

the magnitude of exact detection of the system.   

 

 FNTNFPTP

TNTP
Accuracy

+++

+
=

 (4.4) 

(e) Average Waiting Time 

Average Waiting Time (WT) (AWT) is the average time frame between a task 

request and its execution. It is computed using the formula: 

burstavgaw TTT −=
                                                                (4.5) 
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Where, average TAT is signified by
avgT , burst time that depicts the extent of 

time the processor usage prior to it is not further ready is depicted by burstT . 

(f) Average Turn Around Time 

The aggregate time between the submission of a task for execution along with 

the result arrival to the user is termed as average TAT. 

acturn TTT −=                                                                 (4.6) 

Here, task CT is depicted by cT and task arrival time is signified by aT .  

(g) CPU utilization 

The difference between the total memory and used memory is termed CPU 

utilization, which is computed as, 

usedtotalCPU MMU −=
           

(4.7) 

Where, totalM  signifies total memory space and usedM signifies used memory.  

(h) Load Balancing 

The load in each service gauged by utilizing standard deviation is termed LB. It 

is equated as,  

( )

n

NN
L

n

i i

balance

 =
−

= 1

2

     (4.8) 

Here, the number of task loading service is signified by iN , the average load of 

finished services is depicted by N and the number of tasks is delineated by n . 
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4.3.2 Comparative Analysis of Optimization 

4.3.2.1 Analysis of rerun the slow task on backup node  

Here, regarding the average WT, PT, CPU memory usage, LB, accuracy, precision, 

recall, together with F-Measure, the rerun of the slow task by BM-LOA is analyzed with the 

existing PSO, Deer Hunting Optimization (DHO), and Support Vector Machine (SVM). 

Table 4.12: Performance Analysis of the Proposed BM-LOA  

Performance Measures 
Proposed 

BM-LOA 
PSO DHO SVM 

Accuracy 94.87 91.8 90.32 89.74 

Precision 94.74 92.01 91.24 91.86 

Recall 94.54 92.27 91.47 90.24 

F-Measure 94.64 92.14 91.86 92.11 

 

The performance of the proposed BM-LOA-based rerun of the slow task with the 

existing algorithms is exhibited in table 4.12. Regarding every metric, the existing DHO and 

SVM have low performance. When analogized to the existing DHO and SVM, the existing 

PSO algorithms have much better performance but it also has less performance. For 

accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure, the BM-LOA-based rerun of the slow task attains 

a higher value of 94.87%, 94.74%, 94.54%, and 94.64% respectively. In Figure 4.8, the 

graphical representation of table 4.12 values is depicted.  

 

Figure 4.8: Performance Analysis of BM-LOA Vs PSO, DHO, and SVM 
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(a) Processing time 

For analyzing the proposed system’s performance, PT is one among the imperative 

parameters. To enhance the efficacy, the PT should be less.  

Based on process time, the proposed BM-LOA is compared with existing PSO and DHO, 

SVM algorithms, which is depicted in table 4.13. By utilizing estimated PT, the proposed 

optimization model predicts the PT and analyzes the number of tasks.  

Table 4.13: Comparison of Process Time for Proposed BM-LOA 

Optimization techniques 100 200 300 400 500 

SVM 12567 29663 36854 43578 45632 

DHO 11996 27668 34741 40257 43574 

PSO 10452 23487 32415 38412 40241 

Proposed BM-LOA 6687 9655 16334 22318 30441 

 

 

Figure 4.9:PT Analysis of BM-LOA 

The PT of the proposed BM-LOA is analogized to the prevailing PSO, DHO, and SVM 

in figure 4.9. The time taken to complete a process is signified by PT. Regarding the number 

of tasks, the performance is evaluated. The system is denoted as a perfect system for BD 

processing if the PT of the system is low. For processing, the existing SVM takes too much 

time. When weighed against the prevailing technique and SVM, the BM-LOA algorithm 

takes less time. For example, when the task count is 300 the proposed research methodology 
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takes 16334ms time to process the task, but for the same number of task counts, the existing 

system takes 32415ms for PSO, 34741ms for DHO, and 36854ms for SVM. Hence, the BM-

LOA has enhanced performance. 

(b) Average waiting time 

In the execution procedure, the AWT must be less for an effectual strategy. For achieving 

enhanced outcomes, the AWT metric is minimized. Regarding AWT, the table 4.14 

evaluates the performance of the proposed and existing techniques. The AWT obtained for 

the proposed BM-LOA approach is weighed against those obtained using the existing PSO, 

DHO, and SVM algorithms.  

Table 4.14: Comparison of Average Waiting Time 

Optimization techniques 100 200 300 400 500 

SVM 796 1347 1765 1985 2089 

DHO 752 1167 1534 1834 1968 

PSO 605 967 1224 1622 1822 

Proposed BM-LOA 280 432 721 830 1142 

 

 

Figure 4.10: Analysis of Comparison of Average Waiting Time BM-LOA  

In figure 4.10, the AWT analysis of the proposed and existing research methodologies is 

shown. The time utilized by a procedure waiting in the ready queue to get the server is termed 

AWT.  
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The system is denoted as the best system if it has less WT. the AWT of the proposed 

methodology is 280ms when the number of task count is 100; while the existing research 

methodologies have 605ms for PSO, 752ms for DHO, and 796ms for SVM respectively. 

The proposed methodology has the lowest WT than the existing methodologies for the 

remaining task count.  

(c) Average turnaround time 

A combo of WT and ET is the TAT. Regarding TAT, the proposed along with the 

prevailing system’s performance is analyzed in table 4.15. Regarding average TAT, the table 

evaluates the performance of the proposed and existing techniques. The turnaround WT 

obtained for the proposed BM-LOA approach is analogized to those obtained using the 

existing PSO, DHO, and SVM algorithms. 

Table 4.15: Comparison of Average Turnaround Time 

Optimization techniques 100 200 300 400 500 

SVM 798 1276 2098 2237 2298 

DHO 723 1089 1966 2089 2084 

PSO 657 982 1711 1803 1897 

Proposed BM-LOA 294 467 684 871 1176 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Analysis of Average TAT BM-LOA 
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The average TAT evaluation is depicted in figure 4.11. The time when the process has 

arrived in the ready state is termed the TAT. When weighed against the prevailing system, 

the proposed technique acquires enhanced performance regarding average TAT. Hence, the 

proposed sachems’ performance is enhanced.  

(d) CPU Memory Usage 

Regarding CPU Utilization, the outcomes acquired by several optimization 

methodologies are expounded in table 4.16. The CPU Utilization is measured in Kilobytes. 

Table 4.16: Comparison of CPU Utilization 

Optimization techniques 100 200 300 400 500 

SVM 7124778 7536841 7965234 8244758 8633257 

DHO 6988745 7322571 7688474 7956847 8351478 

PSO 6277733 7106580 7453026 7612904 8189567 

Proposed BM-LOA 4607414 5104580 6278322 6330540 6750551 

 

 

Figure 4.12: CPU Memory Usage of proposed BM-LOA 

(e) The CPU Memory Usage 

The CPU memory usage of the proposed BM-LOA-based rerun of the slow task with 

the existing algorithm-based rerun of the slow tasks is depicted in Figure 4.12.  
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One of the significant metrics is memory utilization. For 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 

tasks, the BM-LOA’s memory usage is 4607414KB, 5104580KB, 6278322KB, and 

6330540KB, and 6750551KB. When weighed against the existing techniques, the 

memory usage of the proposed BM-LOA is lower. Hence, the proposed algorithm-based 

rerun of the slow task attains better performance. 

(f) Evaluation of Load Balancing (LB) 

The LB of the proposed BM-LOA is weighed against prevailing PSO, DHO, and 

SVM techniques in table 4.17. For effectual task scheduling, the LB must be less.  

Table 4.17: Comparison of Load Balancing 

Optimization techniques 100 200 300 400 500 

SVM 0.7852 0.8324 0.9247 0.9634 0.9812 

DHO 0.7124 0.7963 0.8745 0.9247 0.9745 

PSO 0.6085 0.7544 0.8212 0.8956 0.9547 

Proposed BM-LOA 0.5774 0.6355 0.7454 0.8482 0.9374 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.13: LB Analysis of BM-LOA 

In Figure 4.13, the LB analysis of the proposed and existing research methodologies 

is given. The procedure of distributing network traffic across various servers is termed LB. 

For 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 tasks, the BM-LOA achieved the LB value of 0.5774ms, 

0.6355ms, 0.7454ms, 0.8482ms, and 0.9374ms respectively. When contrasted to the 

prevailing system, the LB value of the proposed methodology is low. Thus, the BM-LOA 

acquires enhanced performance.  
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4.3.2.2 Analysis of overall performance 

Here, regarding the cluster analysis for both heterogeneous and homogeneous, AWT 

analysis, and TP analysis, the overall performance of the Hadoop-SRP is analyzed with the 

Hadoop-Longest Approximate Time to End (LATE), Hadoop-Maximum Cost Performance 

(MCP), and Hadoop-Original.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.14: Cluster Analyses of (a) Homogeneous Cluster, and (b) Heterogeneous Cluster 
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Regarding the worst, average, and best performances, the cluster analysis for 

homogeneous along with heterogeneous clusters is depicted in figure 4.14. Here, the 

normalized job ET is analyzed. The normalized job ET of the proposed Hadoop-SRP attained 

a value of 8.8911ms for worst, 30.9164ms for average, and 35.1423ms for best iteration 

cases in a homogeneous environment.  

However, the existing HC and the original Hadoop have a higher ET. For the worst-

case, average case, and best-case iterations, the normalized job ET of the proposed Hadoop-

SRP is 8.376865ms, 29.128248ms, and 33.109807ms in the heterogeneous environment. 

Hence, when weighed against current systems, the proposed methodologies’ performance is 

enhanced in table 4.18 
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Table 4.18: Comparison of Proposed Hadoop-SRP with Existing Technique for 

(a) Homogeneous Cluster and (b) Heterogeneous Cluster- File size (250 MB to 22 GB) 

(a) 

Normalized Job completion 

time in mins:second 

(speculative mechanism) 

Hadoop-Original Hadoop-LATE 
Hadoop-

MCP 

Hadoop-

SRP 

1 1.4637 1.3088 1.2391 1.1812 

2 2.0575 1.8397 1.7418 1.6604 

3 3.2975 2.9485 2.7915 2.6611 

4 9.9936 8.9358 8.46 8.0648 

5 17.4097 15.567 14.738 14.0496 

6 26.78 23.9455 22.6705 21.6115 

7 31.56 28.2195 26.7169 25.4689 

8 34.75 31.072 29.4174 28.0433 

9 38.6 34.5144 32.6766 31.1502 

10 39.5 35.3192 33.4384 31.8765 

 

(b) 

Job completion time in 

minutes: seconds 

(speculative mechanism) 

Hadoop-Original Hadoop-LATE 
Hadoop-

MCP 

Hadoop-

SRP 

1 1.3637 1.2194 1.1544 1.1005 

2 1.986 1.7758 1.6812 1.6027 

3 2.89 2.5841 2.4465 2.3322 

4 8.936 7.9902 7.5648 7.2114 

5 16.4097 14.6728 13.8915 13.2426 

6 25.78 23.0514 21.8239 20.8045 

7 30.56 27.3254 25.8703 24.6619 

8 33.75 30.1778 28.5709 27.2363 

9 78.6 70.2807 66.5383 63.4302 

10 37.5 33.5309 31.7454 30.2625 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.15: Analysis of Speculative Mechanism with proposed Hadoop-SRP 
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The homogeneous and heterogeneous HC analysis with different speculative 

mechanisms with respect to the job ET is depicted in figures 4.15 (a) and (b).  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.16: Cluster TP Analysis in (a) Homogenous Environment, and (b) Heterogeneous 

Environment 
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Here, Grep Search (Pattern_occurs _rarely), Grep Short (Pattern_occurs_rarely), 

Grep Search (Pattern_Occurs_Frequently), Grep Short (Pattern_Occurs_Frequently), PI, 

TERA gen, Tera Sort, Test DFSIO-Read, Test DFSIO-Write, and WC are regarded. We have 

considered a normalized time of varying file sizes from 250 MB to 22 GB. In the graphical 

plot of the X-axis, the ten benchmark programs execution is mentioned as, 1 to 10 in 

normalized form. The proposed Hadoop-SRP has the best performance of the existing 

methods. When compared with the existing methods, the proposed Hadoop-SRP as depicted 

in the Table.4.18 a & b attains the lowest job ET in the homogeneous and heterogeneous 

cluster environments. We attained 19.3%,10.8%, and 4.9% performance improvement in job 

execution time when speculation is handled with Hadoop –SRP compared with Hadoop-

original, Hadoop-LATE, and Hadoop-MCP. Thus, for BD processing, the proposed method 

is a fighting fit. 

The cluster TP analysis of the homogeneous and heterogeneous environment is 

expounded in figure 4.16. Regarding the number of tasks ranging from 100 to 500 tasks 

considered, the performance is evaluated. Hadoop-SRP has attained improvement by 

23.4%,13.3%, and 10.8% when compared with Hadoop-original, Hadoop-LATE, and 

Hadoop-MCP. 

Our novel approach named HADOOP-SRP excels in Homogeneous and 

Heterogeneous Hadoop environments. 
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Chapter 5 

 
Conclusions, Major Contributions, and Scope 

of Further Work 

 5.1 Conclusions 

For authorizing intelligent manufacturing systems, Big Data Analytics (BDA) is a 

momentous technology. For BDA, Hadoop is one of the popular frameworks. A 

distributed computing framework grounded on MR, which executes applications on a 

large number of commodities and inexpensive computing nodes’ cluster is called 

Hadoop. By employing the MR architecture, larger-scale DP is distributed and 

parallelized. It divides a workload into various MR jobs and distributes them over 

different nodes. 

       However, a node’s poor performance in finishing a task may cause the job to 

take a long time is termed Straggler Task. In parallel programs like MR, the Load 

imbalance is a huge source of overhead. Tasks with additional data end up in stragglers 

along with delays in the entire job completion owing to the uneven input data distribution. 

As per the task's progress, the Speculative Execution mechanism finds the task’s 

implementation. Grounded on straggler, the issue of load imbalance, selection of backup 

nodes, and node failure sustain difficulty. For detecting the slow, the system developed a 

technique (Backup and Rerun). 

Without handling speculative execution, the average job execution time of 

Homogeneous Hadoop Cluster and Heterogeneous Hadoop Cluster was 74.05seconds 

and 73.53seconds which is almost 30.2%, and 32.22% higher than expected execution.  
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The ultimate cost performance is targeted by the Hadoop-Supreme Rate Performance 

(Hadoop-SRP), which is a fresh technique. For each Map, Shuffle and Reduce, every task 

executing on disparate Worker Node (WN) is checked. Cost, which is a computing resource, 

is included through tasks; while the performance is the shortening of JET along with the 

cluster Throughput growth.  

 

Accurately and quickly selecting stragglers along with backing them up on the suitable 

WN is the goal. A technique is wielded, which detects what task to be backed up that suitably 

wields cluster resources, for precisely and promptly identifying stragglers. When weighed 

against backup tasks, the SRP provides novel tasks of higher priority. The SRP chooses 

backup candidates grounded on the punctual forecast of the tasks' PS and the RT’s accurate 

appraisal. A Modified EWMA is wielded for estimating the task’s RT and finding the task’s 

PS. Then, for achieving maximum performance according to the cluster load, those backup 

contenders will be backed up selectively on suitable WN by employing BM-LOA. But 

deploying the MEWMA, the PS, RT, and slow task’s backup time are calculated in the job 

processing. By employing the BM-LOA, the slow task is re-executed on the fittest node after 

the calculation of the RT and the backup time. 

 

The data is collected from publicly available resources like National Climatic Data Center 

(NCDC) weather dataset, Wikipedia, and medical datasets for the performance analysis and 

generates the data using Teragen, write method, and map tasks and samples.  

 

Regarding processing time, average waiting time, average TAT, CPU memory usage, 

load balancing, accuracy, precision, and recall, together with F-measure, the performance 

analysis of slow tasks is re-executed on a backup node by the proposed BM-LOA with the 

current PSO, DHO, and SVM algorithms. The proposed BM-LOA-based process attains 

better performance; specifically, the accuracy of the BM-LOA is 94.87%. The proposed BM-

LOA achieves a better result grounded on other metrics also. 

 

Grounded on cluster analysis, cluster TP, and JET, the entire process is analyzed with the 

existing algorithms such as Hadoop-LATE, Hadoop-MCP, and Hadoop-Original. The 

proposed Hadoop-SRP attains better results. The proposed methodology can be extended by 

automatic methods for dead node identification and advanced algorithms to rerun the tasks 

in the future. 
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5.2 Findings of the Study 

Regarding the job's overall Job Execution Time and Cluster Throughput, there was 

significant scope for optimizing the performance of BD processing in the presence of slow 

task/dead node/slow node. Thus, with the available resources, the Hadoop-SRP is proposed 

to contribute to the faster processing of BD.  

The efficiency of the proposed work has been analyzed with various performance 

metrics and compared with existing works in the result section. A novel technique termed 

Hadoop-SRP is presented for tackling those conditions. The cluster computing resources’ 

cost performance is considered; targeting not just minimizing the JET but also maximizing 

the cluster TP. 

Regarding accuracy, precision, recall, along with f-measure, the performance of the 

recommended BM-LOA algorithm is contrasted with the existing PSO, DHO, and SVM 

algorithms. Regarding accuracy, the proposed one achieves 94.87 %; while the prevailing 

system attains a lower accuracy of 91.8 % for PSO, 90.32 % for DHO, and 89.74 % for 

SVM. The conventional existing algorithm has 92.04 %; whereas the proposed system 

achieves a higher value of 94.74 % regarding precision. When analogized to the current PSO, 

DHO, and SVM algorithms, the proposed scheme achieves enhanced precision. For recall 

and f-measure, the existing technique attains 92.27 % and 92.14 %; the proposed 

methodology attains a higher value of 94.54 % and 94.64%. Hence, the proposed system has 

a high-level performance. 

According to the era, India’s rich heritage, holy books, ‘Vedas’ and ‘Purans’ have 

already identified the problems and their solutions. The best alternative solutions can be 

given to the identified problems by using a novel technology. A close relation of our entire 

research was found with the affluent Indian traditions. As one single damaged organ in our 

body affects our overall health or one single person in the entire state disturbs overall 

execution of administration, one single slow task affects overall job execution as given in 

figure 5.1 [107]. All Cluster TP is dependent on the performance of all the nodes, which is 

depicted in figure 5.2 [107]. 
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Figure 5.1: Represents “One Slow Node or Task Affects Performance” 

Page No. 202 

 

Figure 5.2: “Over all Cluster TP depends on the performance of all the nodes” 

Page No. 173-174 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3: “Assign the task to the fittest node” 

Page No. 119 
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The load and fitness of the nodes in the cluster are calculated in order to rerun the 

task as depicted in figure 5.3. Assignment of the task to the fittest node will give the optimum 

outcome.  

 

Figure 5.4: “Resource information and RT of Task”    

Page No. 134 

 

It will be helpful for an effective outcome if a resource is available in the cluster 

along with the RT of the running task and estimation of the RT of backup task then is found, 

as given in Figure 5.4. 
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5.3 Summary 

• For the improvement of Job Execution Time in a Big Data Processing Environment, 

Speculative Execution is one of the optimization techniques.  

• In terms of resources i.e., time and physical resources it incurs cost. 

• The approach works well in Physical Homogeneous environments, Cloud-based 

Homogeneous and Cloud-based Heterogeneous Environments.  

• 19.3 %, 10.8%, and 4.9% performance improvement is attained when compared to 

Hadoop – original, Hadoop –LATE, and Hadoop MCP, respectively in terms of JET 

by utilizing the approach. 

• In Cluster TP, a significant improvement is acquired. When analogized to Hadoop – 

original, Hadoop –LATE, and Hadoop MCP it is improved by 23.4 %, 13.3%, and 

10.8%.  

• As depicted in the slokas of “Chankya Niti" pages no 202,173-174,134, and 118-119 

[126], the entire research and every small algorithm have high relevance to rich 

Indian culture.  
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5.4  Future Work 

• In Big Data processing, Speculative Execution is one of the rarely addressed 

optimization techniques, which can be further focused on for effective resource 

utilization. 

• For better results, estimation technique and novel ML approach for fittest node 

selection can be enhanced. 

• In the future, computational along with optimization methodologies might be merged 

for data handling. 

• In optimization algorithms, the work might be extended for the selection of proper 

tuning parameter values in the future. For making it a trusted framework, data 

security might be merged. 

  

5.4  FUTURE WORK 
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APPENDIX-A 
 

Experimentation was carried out at L.D. College of Engineering, Ahmedabad, 

Gujarat laboratory. Our initial set up was made up with 5 nodes of Homogeneous Hadoop 

Cluster. For the experimental purpose we have deliberately made one node dead while 

processing a file with benchmark programs Word Count, Grep Search, PI, Sort etc. For 

the actualization of speculative execution, we have run all the benchmarks programs with 

varying file size without handling the slow task issue (Speculative Execution) and after 

handled with Hadoop-SRP. All the logs were minutely examined to carry out the results. 

Execution time of Hadoop-SRP and other policies with speculative execution handled 

was measured to find the results. 

As shown in screenshot -1 All the five nodes are live. Later we have added another 

node in the homogeneous Hadoop Cluster and did experimentation. As shown in 

screenshot-1 there are 5 live nodes and screenshot-2 shows other parameters. As shown 

in screenshot-3 one data node was made unfunctional deliberately so that we could get 

actual result. Screenshot-4 depicts how applications are running in the Hadoop cluster. 

Screenshot-5 shows particular program and progress of map and reduce phase. 

 Same experiments were carried out using AWS instances in the Cloud environment. 

Initially we took t2.micro instances for making homogeneous Cloud based Hadoop 

cluster as depicted in screenshot-6 . As shown in screenshot-7 t2.micro, t2.small and 

t3.medium instances were used to make heterogeneous Cloud based Hadoop cluster. We 

have implemented out policy by making one node dead deliberately as shown in 

screenshot-8. 

Heterogeneous Hadoop cluster of 10 nodes was established as shown in screenshot- 

9 and node no.9 was made slow and later dead. 

We have limitations for bigger experimentation setup so whole integrated concept of 

Hadoop- SRP and BM-LOA was carried out using simulator. Complete set up was 

established using Cloudsim -3.0.3, Hadoop 2.7.3. Since Cloud simulator supports Java 

language so, JAVA 1.0.8 was used. As shown in screenshot-10 tasks ranging from 100- 

900 were created. Datacenters with larger heterogeneous virtual machines were crated 

and requests to process the job was sent. Applying our policy, we have made vm:9 slow 
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and later dead to observe the results. We have rerun the task on another virtual machine 

using behavioral model-based Lion optimization algorithm (BM-LOA). Screenshot-12 

and Screenshot-13 depicts the concept of rerunning the task on fittest node using BM-

LOA. 

 

Screenshot 1: Physical Homogeneous Hadoop Cluster information with 5 live nodes 

 

 

 

Screenshot 2: Physical Homogeneous Hadoop Cluster with other parameters 
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Screenshot 3: Cluster information with 1 Dead node 

 

 

Screenshot 4:  Cluster information with jobs in progress  
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Screenshot5: Observation of single program  

 

 

 

Screenshot 6: Cloud based Homogeneous Cluster 
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Screenshot7: Cloud based Heterogeneous Hadoop Cluster 

 

 

 

Screenshot 8: Cloud based Heterogeneous Cluster with one dead node 
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Screenshot 9: Cloud based Heterogeneous Hadoop Cluster 
 

 
 

 

Screenshot 10: Task creation in simulated environment 

 
 

 

Screenshot 11: Datacentre, Virtual Machine creation and sending task request 
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Screenshot 12: Datacentre, Virtual Machine creation and sending task request 

 

 

 

Screenshot13: Experimentation of BM-LOA 
 

 

 


